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Dear Reader,
The selection process for Spectrum is always eye-opening. Howevet
opinionated I am about a piece after the first read. I inevitably appear
at the meeting to find that a number of my fellow readers disagreed
heartily.
We tum the pieces over for one another, pointing out the things that
haunted us, the things that made us breathe, and with all those minds
aimed together we uncover a thousand little beautiful places. Ifs like
opening blinds to spring sunshine; fantastic and sudden and bright.
It reminds me that writing takes love-that reading takes love-that
love finds beauty where it walks.
We have discovered so many lovely moments of wonder tucked into
each of the works you'll find here. Stop. Look. Breathe them in. Pay
attention; they're worth it. I think you'll find great value here, too.
Enjoy.
Hannah Lois Marielle Sauerwein, Editor
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Letter from the Judge
I've thoroughly enjoyed judging for the 2009 Spectrum. There is a group of remarkable
writers at Northwestern right now, and I hope that you're enjoying one another's com-
pany. Even now, six years out, I often think about my writing friends from college, both
fellow students and teachers, and their words of affirmation, In one way or another,
they said to me, "We really like what you're doing. Keep it up."
Writing can be a lonely habit. There are so many reasons to stop, but one thing that
keeps us going, I think, is a community that values our work. I'm so grateful to have
been invited into your community for this competition, and more than anything I just
want to say that I deeply admire your work, and that, if you have a desire to continue,
you definitely should.
As I was reading, and despairing that I could never decide, I found myself asking a few
simple questions. First, "After reading all of these pieces, which ones do I remember!"
I kept being drawn back, for instance, to the poem "Frost," by Brenna Lura, because,
although I had noticed the way a tree's shadow can cause a "frost shadow" to linger on
a roof, I had never thought much about it. Her poem made this image memorable, and
the ending was a little bit strange-in a good way. I'm still trying to figure out exactly
what makes it work so well.
The second question was, "Which pieces do I want to read again!" I would happily read
"A Gypsy Moth" again, because I liked being under its spell. It's a simple story, really,
about a girl who likes moths, and is given a book about moths by a mysterious bookshop
owner, But this simple story suggests a whole realm of stories that we are not told, Its
language teems with exact, magical details, the way a spell should if it's going to work.
The last question, and maybe the most important to me, was, "Does this piece of writing
make me feel something I" When I read "The Mississippi" by Kiley Seligman, I felt
along with Kiley her admiration for the river, both beautiful and ugly, reassuring and
dangerous. This essay reminds me of the places I go back to, the places that are "sim-
ply there," as she so aptly puts it. Thus, when Kiley describes feeding birds along the
Mississippi, "throwing pieces to the quiet ones, the skinny ones, the scared ones," it feels
natural to me to extend this description even to myself, I'm one of those quiet, skinny,
and scared, who needs to go back, from time to time, to the river. As Kiley reminds us,
a place can feed us, just as surely as bread.
Wannest Regards,
Jared Belden
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Still DvinQ
by LiNds;\y S(riJiRES
She was leaning over the terrace in
the usual place, cigarette smoke furling
about her as she gazed at the littered
parking lot below. Magenta hair hung
unshowered around her face, made the
color hold longer when she didn't wash
it. Her forearms rested against a Parisian
floor rug she'd thrown over the edge of the
terrace a couple days earlier, at once proud
of claiming it off the truck that brought
second-hand clothes from Western Europe,
now thinking the design foolish, a pattern
off someone else's floor. Itwas all foolish,
every day a recycled version of the same.
Over her shoulder, Mr. Lazarescu had
just been shaved and lay alone in the
operating room, awaiting the surgery that
would never come. Itwas the scene Uncle
always watched and turned up loud, the
silence of the surgery room straining fuzzy
through the speakers. The Death oj Mr.
Lazarescu had somehow become a healing
of Uncle's pride, a hardening of his bitter-
ness, and ever since the film came out, he
watched it at least four times a week.
He, too, was waiting to die. Since the
diagnosis, the living room had become a
sick room, the faded couch a hospital bed.
At least he was more comfortable here than
among the under-handed doctors. They
refused to give him a reference to the med-
ical facility in Switzerland, said treatment
wouldn't be an option anywhere. So he
came home, choosing to burden her with
his slow decay rather than giving another
cent to the system.
She exhaled again, blurring her vision
of the mountains. This is where she always
stood, seasons sweeping past, insistent rain
turning to padding snow while she wasn't
looking. But she was always watching
the mountains. They were mysterious to
her, coiling around the valley like a great
dragon and digesting everything that ven-
tured within. Her uncle had made it out as
most did, partially eaten by the conditions
below, a shell of the original man.
When she was a child, Uncle used to tell
stories of the mines, his dark eyes finding
the windows and searching the tree line
for the past. It had been at once a terrible
and proud enterprise. The earth beneath
the valley had been pregnant with coal,
and using his bare hands, Uncle wrested
a future from it. At least that's what he al-
ways told them. He never mentioned how
he'd nearly died down there, once from
a breach and once when the air genera-
tor broke. Another worker had told them
about the failure-s-carbon monoxide had
swelled in the cramped tunnels, the old
elevator bars straining under the begrimed
grip of men squeezing themselves in, hol-
lering up the elevator shaft and praying.
"Andreeaf a voice broke in from the
living room.
She sighed heavily and pretended
not to hear, pretended to let him lie there
alone. He wanted the same thing anyway,
wanted her to come watch the last scene of
the film, like an explanation for it all. "See,
Anda," he'd say, motioning to Mr. Laza-
rescu's still form. "This is what they did to
us. Ceausescu and the rest of the world.
They left us to die. And we're still dying."
"Stop, Uncle ... va rog," she'd plead,
steadying herself with a hand against the
uneven yellow walL She always felt sickly
in that room. Itwas as if Uncle's cancer
had somehow come as a leak from the
water pipes, seeping past the windows to
the floor, the rugs, wicking up the couch
cushions and finally pooling around his
body.
Even before he was sick he would lay
upon that couch, sores from lying still too
long festering against the fetid floral pat-
tern. Soon the mosquitoes would be back,
falling like needles through the window
screens to drain more life from him. She
hated that room, hated the crackle of sun-
flower seeds between his teeth, the black
slivers flecking the rug with his spittle. She
had stopped trying to clean it. No one
came anyway.
"Anda!" the voice broke again.
"What, fija!" she said to the mountains,
the cigarette slipping through her fingers
and flickering for a moment in its descent
to the familiar spot. She let her hands
hang limply over the edge of the terrace
and stared at the ground through her fin-
gers. Opt, noua, zece ... she silently counted
the cigarette butts to ten. They looked up
at her blankly, rolling her bitterness back
into the concrete, leaving the whites of
their rectangular eyes exposed.
Sad how she could read the past week
in the oil-stained concrete of that parking
lot - her cigarettes, the splatter of old soup
upon a discarded newspaper, a chunk of
greening brunza cheese sagging against
white packing paper, burnt cornmeal from
mama liga, and a 2-liter bottle of Heineken.
She'd dumped it all out there just like her
aunt used to. At least the dogs had some-
thing to eat that way. Uncle hated the
dogs, hated their squealing over the spoils,
but she liked to watch them from the ter-
race. "Get him," she'd say to the white one
missing half its coat, silently encouraging it
to take a mouthful of the other mutt's hide.
"Anda! Someone's at ... " his voice came
like a groan. He was trying to sit up.
Her hand lingered on the Parisian rug
as she turned back into the apartment,
forcing the terrace door closed behind her,
wood against wood a friction beneath her
palm. The TV was off. Mr. Lazarescu was
dead. Uncle was sitting rakishly on the
couch, a hand in need of washing smooth-
ing back his hair, fidgeting with the faded
collar of his shirt.
"Anda, there's someone at the door," he
said, adding to the floor sunflower seeds
from his shirt front. "Go get it. If they've
come to take something else, tell them we
don't have anything."
"Tija, you're hearing things again," she
said, impatience clear in her voice, a hand
of dismissal ready to turn him away.
Something coughed outside the door,
the sound echoing down the stairwell.
"See, Anda! I tell you someone is at
the door and you don't believe me," Uncle
said, finishing with the sunflower seeds.
Pushing a hand through her hair, An-
dreea gave the handle a sharp tug upward
and turned the key, throwing back time
in one motion. The door swung open
heavily, startling the dank stench hanging
in the hallway. A child stood alone at the
doorframe. Dark hair hung unshowered
about the girl's shoulders; deep brown
eyes looked out uncertainly.
"Han-gree." the child enunciated, cup-
ping her hands forward.
Andreea stood very still, the likeness
too apparent.
"Mi [uame." the child tried again, rub-
bing a hand over her stomach, over her
soiled red jacket, a size too small.
"Them kids again"'- Uncle hollered, the
couch groaning as he eased back down.
"Shut the door then. We don't have any-
thing for them."
Andreea stared at the child and re-
membered what it had felt like to stand
there, knocking on strangers' doors, at
their mercy, shivering in a red coat a size
too small. Like those who had turned
her away, she never let street children in,
knew they couldn' t be trusted and carried
sickness like stray dogs. But this one was
different. This one was her, years before
she had started smoking, years before her
mother had died, years before she had
come to ha te everything.
'Anda, shut the ... " Uncle began. An-
dreea did not hear him.
"Come, draga," she suddenly whis-
pered. The kindness felt strange in her
voice .•
fiction
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§he (flower
bv peter boscalion
The aspens are clothed in
yellow-orange cloaks to protect
from the coming cold.
Leaves litter the mountainside,
lifeless companions of rock
knocked from precarious perches
by bitter winds.
I stop to catch my breath
and between my feet I see
the flower.
Peeking out from dirt and decay,
the golden center stretches to catch a glimpse of the sun.
White petals march in double rows
around the glowing stigma,
a processional of purity
with no beginning or end.
Its delicate stalk rooted in stone,
a miniature green Atlas
shoulders the weight of beauty.
Proud peaks strain to catch my eye.
Jealous clouds watch from the lonely sky.
§he (first '1)a)'
bv hannah lois marielle sauerwetn
Today is slapdash,
fresh watercolors reveal
old wax spills, perfect circles
lost by some candle
and found by some stranger
when they shunned the paint.
Today is a newborn kitten,
sopping and squinted blind and useless,
its magenta nose seeking only nourishment,
finding a first kiss.
And that is how Iwas born, too-
my skin made of peripety,
ambushed by nothing I was looking for,
a series of precious attacks that taught my nerves
what hunger is.
<How q Saw £Xt Cfamt(~CWhel1q CWas Shavi118 crhis ~l1i118
bv Ian dudlev
J picked up my razor and there they were.
There were my grandfather's eyes staring me down.
My mother's nose twitching on a face that wasn't hers,
and my father's stubbly chin thrusting out proudly.
I blinked my sand-filled eyes
waiting for my vision to clear.
It is only my imagination I told myself,
they cannot possibly be here.
And sure enough
when I rubbed my eyes
there J was alone once more,
left to my morning endeavors.
Another blink, have I lost my mind!
Is that my brother standing behind me,
a ghost looking over my shoulder!
Or was it my sister, scolding me for some
imagined slight!
A thousand miles was never so far away,
and yet these specters keep staring back at me as if to say.
"Hello there, and how are you this morning!"
4
paettv
(j)ressing for q)epthbv amanda kuehn
~orninH q)essert
bV'lJfenna 1ura
Hands, strong and certain
Lay hold to my ribcage.
Firmly, they travel
Vp and down my spine.
A hard crust shimmers
on yesterday's snow,
bright on my eyes
as I look out on the morning.
A creme brillee to be cracked
by every step of my spoon-feet.
Walking out the door,
two quick tap-taps and
I'm sinking into the creamy snow.
My feet are hungry for the warm
custard promised by my metaphor
but I savor the pleasure
of eating big mouthfuls of icy air.
Tension and ease are readily felt
Beneath the thin protection my cotton shirt offers.
Careful fingers explore my collarbone,
Dipping just below the flimsy neckline.
Beyond my shoulders he reaches my arms,
The brush of his unshaven cheek
Is familiar.
My sense of the teeming room dims with the lights,
Arms hold arms,
Skin touches skin.
Hands come back up to the nape of my neck,
And I have dropped all apprehension.
I trust him,
With me;
If he trusts himself.
, invite him to read, in the tensions and ease,
The way that I feel,
And just who I am.
j;)he Art of (fishing ...bv qreg w'lllte
Physical touch soothes the
Wants of my heart.
Oo deeper,
Know me,
Deeper.The tanned skin on his hand
Wrinkles as he bends it back at the wrist.
He glances at the top of the pearly fishing pole
Raised high above the surface.
His wrist, like a catapult,
Releases the pressure and
Grandpa swings the pole over the water, cutting the air.
Fishing line whirs from the reel.
The small plastic worm plops into the water.
Lowering the rod and
Tipping his hat up, then down,
My Grandpa reaches one index finger
Into a frayed belt loop
And adjusts his trousers.
His hands have clenched
Too many wrenches
And his cracking fingers
Have pricked themselves many times
With the very hook they rig
While sitting on the back bench
Of the faded green rowboat.
He settles into the quiescence of the pond,
Hearing only the grunting bullfrog,
Seeing only the twilight
Hover on the water
With the dragonflies.
paetrv
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�~~~b~lj[~l!YChil~'losemy eyes and the hood of my car
begins to float, carrying me like Aladdin' 5
carpet. Together we are returned to Eden,
the cherubim have stepped aside and the
flaming sword sheathed just for me. Lying
in the perfect Eden forest I am stripped of
my mortality and my sin. I am purified,
hands extended in either direction, legs
crossed, laying flat across my hood. I bask
in Holy Communion as God pours himself
upon me in every ray of light.
I forget time in this moment and the
nagging voices telling me all that I need
to get done. It's like a voice has begun to
whisper in my ear, "Come to life, My child.
You've been dead to the struggle for far too
long."
There' 5 something in the trees, there' 5 a
spirit to them.
I must have looked awfully funny,
stopping in the middle of US Highway
169.I needed to pull over and breathe the
forest. I needed to hear U1ewind in the
trees without the noise of the engine or the
pounding music. I normally love this band
being played, but now was the time for
silence. I had a few hours before I needed
to get to Belle Plain, Minnesota and I
wouldn't allow myself to miss out on this
holy moment.
So I hit the four-way flashers and I lay
out on the hood. I can only imagine what
those drivers coming from Mankato and
St. Peter must have thought of this strange
kid laying on the hood of his car. A couple
drivers began slowing down but I just
waved them on with a smile.
Breathe the sweet scent of the forest,
the rustling of branches, sunlight like a
lover pouring itself fully upon me.
Ora to rv
by AMI\Nd'1\ KuEitN
We half-walk and half-trot down the
dark roads of Woodstock, stopping at
the steps of a formidable stone building.
Somber, it stands against the night sky.
On either side of the entrance large bowls
of fire illuminate the tall golden letters
over the threshold. Seven symbols come
together to form ORATORY.The enig-
matic title is strange to me, an unexpected
designation for a house of God. I know it
only in reference to speech, ignorant of the
Middle English origin and the ecclesiastical
Latin influences. Orare: to speak, to pray.
To speak prayers. The illustrative designa-
tion is not meant to confuse me. We walk
inside.
I stand in the back of the room, not sure
what to expect and trying not to. It is the
first time I've been to mass since my neigh-
bor died eight years ago. Death and mass
go together for me, the incense reminds
me of prayer less than ashes. But while
funerals are referred to as celebrations of
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"Why do you live in Iowa?" A friend
asked me once, "There are no trees, there
are no hills; it's all so flat!" I wasn't able to
answer at that time. I am now.
"Do you like all of this boring flat land?"
No .. .1 don't.
I love trees, the scent and the sound. I
life, this is a celebration of death itself.
In the front of the sanctuary the sacra-
ment is exposed. Usually, it is enshrined
in an elaborate gold box, tabernacle they
call it. Tonight, though, the frail white
wafer is displayed under a spotlight and
surrounded by lilies. Dozens have come
to gaze upon it and pray. We move down
the aisle and into the pews. In front of me
souls go through ritual movements: kneel-
ing, rising, bowing, sitting. They move
their hands quickly up and down, back
and forth, crossing themselves, out of habit
or holiness. I sit down.
The robed man begins and the ser-
vice proceeds. He totters off text and all
around me I am surrounded by the proper
response. The people have memorized the
sacred words, and I forgot my book on the
stand in the back. I struggle to blend in.
The parishioners stand and sit and bow
and speak-eeremonial movements both
mechanical and holy. I fumble and falter,
hitting my shin as I kneel and a sour note
as I sing. We begin the Lord's Prayer and I
love the way the sun falls over the moun-
tains, silhouetting the great pyramids,
or the way the sun rises again over the
undisturbed wa ters of a lake or ocean. I
feel like I'm finally awake when I am run-
ning up and down hills, wind reddening
my cheeks. All of these things make me
come alive, but I fear that if I lived among
them I'd grow complacent with it all. The
trees will become mute, the mountains will
become an obstacle to overcome when vis-
iting family, and the sun will rise too early.
I will become dead beyond the hope of
life and Communion will become nothing
more than substance for me. I'll judge the
Holy experience by the taste of the Bread
and Wine and stop seeing God in the
sunset. There will be nowhere to escape to
because my escape will become oppressive.
I like to think he would understand this
answer .•
non-fiction
can finally follow.
The sacrament glows from just beyond
the altar. More words are exchanged and
the people prepare. One by one, row
by row they exit their pews and process
toward the holy place. Repentant and
righteous they hold out their hands and
receive from the priest a scrap of divinity. I
follow their lead, but on reaching the altar
I pull back my hands and cross them over
my chest. I bow my head and the priest
speaks a blessing. As I lift up my chin I look
toward the altar. The wafer looks back. I
return to my seat.
The service ends and I pick up my coat
and walk down the aisle to the back of the
room. I wrap my scarf, slide on my gloves
and look once more to the sacrosanct
wafer. It is time for supper, but I am not
hungry. My mouth does not want for food
or drink, but is filled with the prayers I
have heard and now speak .•
non-fiction
Cf)ri\)il1~ CJ3acfc
bVkilf!V se'fi(!man
My headlights hit a black figure in the road,
illuminating its white stripe
until the stripe disappears,
and the tires thump-
once, twice.
r shiver at the thought of the death
of an innocent animal,
The vents blow in frigid biack air
now swirled with an invisibie, green-smelling gas.
I hide my face in my shirt, masking
the odor with her scent,
as I speed home to my wife and chiidren.
paetrv
honorable mention
,c;(ecfc:{il1~
bV chantetle steaacrda
Driving back into the city, r slow slightiy,
passing the buiiding where I provide
for my famiiy, seven days a week,
Pulling into my neighborhood,
I view the normal midnight silence and desertion.
I turn into the driveway, then creep
upstairs into our dark bedroom. My wife
sleeps, a white face
amidst biack blankets,
Siientiy, I crawl beside her, hiding
my face in my pillow to block
the lingering smell of guii!.
A quickened heartbeat,
already striving
from climbing a steep, snow-packed hill
in puffy layers of claustrophobic warmth
and hand-me-down boots,
either too small for four pairs of socks
or too big despite them.
The rush-
exhiiaration!
That hill was not safe.
Mom never knew
how her two older daughters endangered her youngest
in the name of fun.
Climb the frozen hill,
mount the red plastic sled
that sped across icy, packed snow
toward that barbed-wire
fence
biocking easy exit
at the bottom.
CHow q Saw the CW'il1cf
bv liz latorensen
I was smallest; I sat in fron!.
Just in time!-
we lean back;
my eyes squeezed shut, visions filling my mind
of my face left behind on metal thorns-
yet we always slip under the bottom wire
to safety in the neighbor's lawn
where bumpy ground tosses us off the ride,
tossing away fear, too.
blackbirds float on gusts
the free form painting of wind
on ephemeral canvas
(jiggling,
we grab the sled, and trek back up the steep slope
to experience that rush-
exhilaration, .
escaping danger's rusty teeth
on one more death ride,
7
8A crock of (fresh
bv ian dudlev
Christmas without Cl'{gna
bv ashlei: wriqht
It ticks our lives away,
one-two-three-four
the rhythm we live by,
a thousand times a day.
The never-ending music
we have learned to ignore
except on silent nights
when we are terrified.
It's mid-November, and today,
Nana, you would be baking:
cookies, special candies, and quick breads.
Your kitchen would smell of sugary goodness
and feel overly warm from a well-loved oven.
Each star, bell and tree is carefully pressed
into the dough and left to lightly brown, and cool.
They are meticulously wrapped, individually of course,
and stored in the freezer until next week,
when they are decorated-
frosted green, red, and white;
dotted with sprinkles, chocolates, and red hots.
The peanut clusters and almond bark Cheerios
sit cheerily arranged on a platter,
and the pumpkin bread bakes in the oven:
Three hundred and fifty degrees for sixty minutes.
Your busy hands start on the pistachio chocolate bread.
Each ingredient is precisely measured-
you never wasted anything.
As the snow falls in December,
we travel to see you at Grandma Karen's house.
Your tasty treats delight our starving stomachs.
Our eyes dart from the baked goods
to the singing and dancing snowman to the tree
sparkling and crowded with presents!
Hugs and "1love yous" come first from Grandma Karen,
who stands eagerly at the door.
Then, we rush around the comer, to the living room chair
where you await our arrival.
When you see our faces, your great-grandmotherly eyes light up
as you proudly claim us as your own.
With lively chatter, three older generations of Martin women
bustle about the kitchen,
as the finishing touches to dinner are made.
As a child, I longed to be a part of your kitchen.
louder it seems then, so loud
that it is impossible to hear
anything, except that drum roll
pounding in our ears and chest.
And yet it is a comfort to know
that we will always hear the
song of our sentience
as long as we draw breath.
A faithful companion
that counts our days on
earth, a personal clock
that is slowly ticking,
ticking.
Now the responsibilities shift to the younger generations:
your daughter, your granddaughter, and your great-granddaughter
take their tum, rummaging around the kitchen
trying to perfect the Christmas dinner without your experienced hands
to guide everything to its proper place.
Grandma Karen will still fill us with
turkey, creamed corn, sweet potatoes, dinner rolls, and dozens
of baked potatoes.
And your love for us, and the Christmas season, lingers
in the overly warmed kitchens of well-loved ovens.
paetrv
Moths came like glittering fairies to
the picture window at the back of Lucy's
house. They fluttered and glowed against
the sky, and then flung themselves again
and again at the glass. Even when the
light had long gone out, moths would stay
there, the arrowheads of their glittering
bodies meandering along the surface.
When it was dark inside and out, Lucy
could put her hand against the glass and
not scare them away.
Mostly Lucy liked moths because they
reminded her of the woman who worked
in the used book store. Whenever she
and her dad went looking for books there,
the woman rose behind the desk to greet
them. She had a long patchy skirt on and
shawls of velvet and yarn and thin ravelly
cloths. Her hair was white-yellow and
longer than anyone's Lucy had ever seen.
Her fingers bent at perfect angles around a
china teacup, half empty.
'Anything I can do for you ... " she sug-
gested in a wispy reverent voice, and then
drifted away between the shelves.
Lucy's father liked books, and as long
as she was quiet and content he would
oed 1)al1de(iol1
bv brenna lura
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browse. Sometimes he read
Dickens, sometimes Nietzsche,
sometimes Aristotle, and as he
read he stood on his flat black
shoes.
ForLucy, it was better to take out books
with strange titles, to crackle them open
and to smell them, to read maybe a para-
graph from the center, but then to replace
them. Sometimes she neglected the books
altogether and watched the moth lady flut-
ter around through the dark-trunked forest
of her shelves. Her hand would rest lightly
on certain spines like a kiss, just a feath-
ered second's touch, and then move on.
Once when Lucy was watching this
ritual, the moth lady turned her head and
her pale eyelashes on her. "Isthere a book
you want?" she said like a breath, and her
shivering fingertip traced the line of a stout
old novel. The cursive letters said Perse-
phone.
"Iwasn't looking for anything particu-
lar,"Lucy stuttered, and hid most of her
behind the bookcase.
"Come with me." The moth lady did
not pull her, but when she passed, smell-
ing of cold tea and candles, the air that
followed her took Lucy with it.
The boxy maze of the shelves ended
in the children's section. All of the board
covers had been colorful, but most of them
The day of your bloom was a blaze
Of yellow petals glowing in the sun.
Never a weed-your pride deceived you
Promising elemallife and the envy
Of every eye drawn to your long neck and pre1ty face.
Bul now your stem bends like an old woman's back,
Tangled white hair tossed by the wind.
Soon each fluffy seed will be plucked
From your resistant head
And a new generation will flourish,
As you wither away.
were dim and patchy now, and they were
different heights and some stuck.out far-
ther than the rest. The whole place would
not sit in straight lines, like the moth
woman's shawls all stacked, all different
colors of grey and silver and lilac-but the
children's books more than any others.
The moth lady knelt, and pondered
these with her light eyes and her unoccu-
pied hand while the other held the shaking
teacup in the air. At last she selected a
book whose spine had no words on it at
all. She lifted it free, and Lucy could see on
the front a moon blazing in the deep sky.
Even though the colors were old, they still
held potent against the skin and hair and
shawls of the moth lady; the patches of
orange were like a blow.
"Thisone, I think," she said, and set
it down. Without another word, she
resumed her fluttering through the stacks,
and was soon lost to sight.
Lucy opened the cream cover to find,
in elderly print, the word Nocturne like a
signature across the page. Below it was the
soft-edged image of a moth.
fiction
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~ (favorite
{j)art of the (fair
{;if kilev seliaman
The dirty
aisle. The wood
pen. The black
shallow bowl.
The muddy
cement floor.
Floppy ears.
Curly tail.
Split hooves.
Bristling hairs.
A pink rump.
This love of
mine brings out
my wide smile,
tear-filled eyes,
and squeal of joy.
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The Effec~sof Temperature on Native Species
by CltRVsI WIIlTE
At 10;00 PM on December 23"d, I set out
for a walk On my way out the door, I put
on thick socks, the reindeer sweater I got
last year, a track jacket, a wool hat, glo~es,
and a pair of running shoes. I was hopmg
to get a down jacket and a pair of boots
this year, from my parents maybe.
Me and my wife had just finished
yelling-across half the house. Elizabeth
had found it necessary to whisk eggs In
a clinking glass bowl and chop chunks of
chocolate on the kitchen counter durmg
the exact half hour of the evening I was
watching TV the only show I ever cared to
follow week to week.
Turn that down, she said. Instead, I
turned the volume up and said, Well I can't
turn you down, can I?
I thought it was funny.
There was less laughter on both ends of
the conversation, the more it went on.
I went on for some time about all I had
missed from my show, and then said what
I meant as a joke.
d . ,What are you even omg, anyway.
Besides teeth grinding from the blender,
I didn't get an answer. So I spoke up
louder.
Whatever urgent work it is you're doing
in there, I'm sure you don't need to do it
right at this moment. I bet you it'll be there
for you in twenty minutes when-.
With that, the blender winded to a stop,
and ice cubes rattled around.
No Elizabeth said, No, I don't need
to do it. It's for that mother of yours. I'm
doing it tonight because that woman and
your father decided to come tomorrow
morning instead of what I told you to tell
them. So don't sit there and tell me what
needs to be done. Can't you record your
little shows, anyway, on that little box you
had to spend half last month's check on.
Well I'm not just talking about tonight,
I said. Every time anything I want to ,
watch-a game, a movie-comes on, we ve
got to go somewhere, or you've go.t to do
something or tell me to do something, any-
thing for me to feel bad just to sit down.
And I can't get that stupid thing to work
yet. . . .
Maybe this isn't working right either;
Bob. Or hadn't you had lime to pay atten-
tion to any of this. Two years in, and maybe
we'll call it quits, huh?
I heard the oven door slam shut and
looked up. Elizabeth threw off two stock-
ing-shaped oven mitts, turned, and walked
upstairs. She had sweat in her bangs.
I zipped up my jacket to the neck and
sort of slammed the door behind me. I
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had gotten two blocks down the street, to
where I could see the bank sign, before
I realized I wasn't even cold. The sign
showed ten below. It had been below zero
all day. I felt my own heat radiate against
the wool and cotton, and back to my body.
The cold barely affected me, but still I
walked pretty fast toward downtown, like
I was late for work or something.
I was looking at my shoes. For a while
I kicked chunks of snow and ice, breaking
them loose from banks and watching them
slide on down the sidewalk. Driveways
were creaking like ponds under me, and
the snow squeaked like styrofoam packag-
ing. Those shoes are made for airflow, not
trudging through snow.
I walked by the courthouse. Dark red
bricks. On the tower was that blindfolded
Lady Justice. Her sword was all covered in
ice. On the road, a cop car was parked and
running. I walked by and the cop walked
out. Scared me. He waved goodnight and
I waved back. I didn't know how to keep
walking, not wanting to be too fast or slow,
but the cop got in his car and just pulled
away.
I kept going, past the Sioux County
Abstract, the Insurance and Investments,
Woudstra's Quality Meats, and the Dutch
Bakery with its lights off, shelves bare.
Windows that dark purplish color. I put
my hands in my pockets for a few sec-
onds, then up to my face, exposed to that
twenty-some below wind chill. As I moved
my mouth to blow into my gloves, I felt
my lips crack open. I must have forgo~ten,
my scarf in my hurry out the door. T didn t
really need it-I just kept one ha~d u.p
covering my nose and mouth, sWltch~g
hands every now and then. At one pomt,
I took my hand down from my face and
saw that my nose had been depositing
snot on the index finger and thumb of both
gloves. By the time I saw it, the goop had
frozen so that I couldn't wipe it off. It got
me thinking of old men stuck on the side
of a Himalayan mountain range, or on a
Russian icebreaker, with two streams of
snot streaming down from their nostrils,
down into crystallized beards, one of the
men taking shaky field notes with frostbit-
ten hands. Something from one of those
History Channel specials.
With an attitude like that, there was no
keeping the cold air from seeping through
the cracks in my jacket. Before long, It did
come sifting through, and I started wig-
gling my fingers, shaking out my hands. I
had to pull them into a ball in my gloves
to keep them from going numb. Then the
earflaps on my hat weren't staying down,
or close enough to my ears, so I tied the
straps into a knot under my chin.
Every few squares of sidewalk, my
chest would quiver. I was pretty
sure my nose was numb now, and I
squinted to see the stars. They w:ren't, l~ke
my mother had described, pinpricks letting
light through a dark blanket, but more like
tiny flakes, hurlling millions of miles an
hour, further and further away from our
little speck and all the others.
At the next cornell I turned left, perpen-
dicular to the path I had set out on. At this
angle, the wind hit me more. S~aight on
in the face instead of from the Side, mak-
ing my eyes water. I started to walk faster,
the kind of walk where you want to run
but can't bring yourself to admit it. At this
faster pace, I noticed I couldn't b~rely f:el
my thighs anymore, or my leg han agamst
the stiff jeans. I tightened up my shoulders
and stuffed my fingers into my pockets.
At the end of the block, in front of
a house at the intersection, a drift had
piled up over the sidewalk. It was hard
to balance with my hands in my pock-
ets, bounding through knee-high snow,
getting it in my socks and roundmg the
corner again without even t~g. I had
to sort of jog through the next drift on the
next corner, and kept jogging through the
cleared street until I got to the other side.
My ankles didn't seem to want to give at
all or compensate for the terrain. I gave up
on the sidewalk. and took to the street, by
now a shining glass pane.
A sojourner, ice pick in hand. An iso-
lated drifting berg, aloof on the unfrozen
ocean.
In a yard close by, a rabbit scampered
across a glazed sheet of snow, took one
look back at me, and ducked into a bush.
Nothing else moved.
I just kept walking and stared at my
feet, thinking either, Don't think about be-
ing cold, or, What if I don't make it.
When I got back, the door was shut,
like I left it, and the lights were out. In
fact all the houses on the block were dark,
except one with a porch light on, three
houses away. A dog was sitting by the
door, whining to get in. The moon looked
like a sleepy eye, half shut, looking down.
I nudged the door open and laid it closed
again like a sleeping baby, slid out of my
boots, gloves, and coat, padded up the
steps, and shut the bedroom door behind
me. I set my pants down on the floor and
lifted my flannel over my head without
undoing the buttons.
Elizabeth asleep like a hibernating bear
cub, facing my way as I stood next to my
side of the bed.
Is it past midnight? A week from now?
How long had I been gone, two hours?
Maybe I missed a whole spring, summer,
and fall. What has she been doing up here
this whole time, just sleeping away? Did
she have a book she's been reading?
I paused, and I could hear my breath
heavy, like a man returning from an
expedition to the Pole, whiskers white
with frost, fingers aching with returning
blood, face pulsing back to feeling. Covers.
I slipped under the covers and pulled them
around my shoulders.
She rolled over and faced the opposite
wall, in her sleep. It made me shiver, and
a draft came rushing between us. It came
whistling by our pillows and cut through
a crevice made by the empty space in the
sheets. I needed a helicopter. Four men
Crossin« Over
by AMI\Nd.PKuEkN
Some days I go back and relive the
tenderness, if only to assure myself that
it happened. I did find love in a place not
forgotten, though it was not the bliss that I
thought it would be. Itwas painful and dif-
ficult, with no soundtrack to tell me when
we were coming to a point of contention.
But it was also tender and beautiful and
the most earnest affection I have ever
known. As I think on those moments the
poignant recollections slowly turn to bit-
tersweet memories.
July 16
"I'm not afraid of making a mistake with
you." My words were decidedly cryptic,
though we both knew full well what I was
saying. It had taken over two months for
me to reach this point, and it was with
great deliberation that I took down my
final protective barrier. I hadn't been able
to say as much two days earlier. Now I was
anxious to let him know I'd made up my
mind. By way of the cell phone I opened
my heart, uncertain of what he would do
in return.
Love did not happen for me the way
I'd always pictured it would. There was
no unforgettable first encounter, climactic
moment of passion or divine revelation
that my future happiness was before me.
Our relationship began as a bond between
friends that over time gave way to tender-
ness. I had always desired reciprocated
fondness, but was unsure of what to do
when traces of it actually appeared. My
words were clumsy and my thoughts and
emotions scrambled. Nineteen-years-old
and afraid of love, I went in unsure of just
what I was doing.
Entering into a romantic relationship is
like setting foot in a territory with a one-
shimmying down ropes in florescent or-
ange. Electrolytes. A haircut. Hot chocolate.
I rolled over.
What was this guy thinking? Helmets
and aviators hovered above me. No ra-
tions. No radio. No real gear to speak of.
You should be dead, pal.
Let's get him out of here, the pilot said.
Elizabeth backed up into me, scoot-
ing and pulling my free arm over her
shoulders with one automatic motion.
Smooth back, and her hair fell and tickled
my face, as always. I drew a trail from her
collarbone to her neck. It was three in the
way gate. Once you cross over, there's no
going back to the way that it was before.
You can't unlearn someone's habits, prefer-
ences, and idiosyncrasies. You can't erase
memories, unwrite letters or forget the
feeling of being together. These are the
very signs that mark the border between
friendship and something more. We were
terribly close to crossing that line, walking
through a gate into unexplored land. TIle
final steps were taken with great delibera-
tion, and the knowledge that we would
not leave unchanged.
January 21
The day should have been celebratory,
but six months of weaving him into my
life made it physically painful. We were
on our way out of the land of attachment,
and I was unwilling to leave. I had found
it to be a difficult place, full of trials and
deserts I had not expected. The journey
was rough, the path was uncertain, and
we were increasingly unsure of continuing
together. But remembering the love I had
found in the glens and the tender times
we had cared for one another justified my
desire to stay. I gave into weakness, speed-
dialed #18 on my cell phone and asked
him to come over. An intense conversation
followed by a final kiss, told me the path
was changing again. I knew what was hap-
pening, but I didn't want to admit it, didn't
want to walk out too quickly.
February 21
Tonight marked the end of the 3D-day
journey that we slowly took out of the
realm of affection. There would be no more ...
nights spent doubting or wondering if he
would redeem the fragments of a dying
relationship. If we were going to make it,
our paths would have crossed, but instead
the road led us farther apart.
I do not think that admitting to love me
morning.
Bob, she said. Take your socks off.
Alright, I said, and squirmed them off
with a finger, messing up the covers. She
yanked them back, and I got settled again,
breathing with my nose on her neck, un-
der the cover of her hair. The backs of her
knees were warm.
fiction
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would have been the weak resolution he
likely saw it as, but a sign of the affection I
thought he had felt. I crawled into my bed
and under my pink flannel sheets, wishing
that somehow I had been wrong. I sur-
rendered to sleep knowing that it was the
last night I would spend with my hand on
the gate. The following day, I would walk
out alone.
February 13
The friendship we had when we en-
tered the gate has now died along with our
former selves. I was ttfld that I could not
leave unchanged, but I did not expect to
leave so much behind. The man who em-
braced me, encouraged me, danced with
me, no longer exists in this time or this
place. Nor does the girl who once knew
his heart. They reside in the past, in one of
the happy moments scattered across the
six months spent in a territory of intimacy.
Perhaps they are walking along a gravel
road, huddled together, attempting to look
at stars in the clear, cold sky. They might
be on a couch sipping sparkling cider or
lying on a blanket asking thoughtful ques-
tions. Wherever they are I must leave them
there. I've walked through the gate and I
cannot return.
I still hold to my words, it was not a
mistake. A journey? Undoubtedly. A trial?
At times. But something like love does not
happen by chance. I believe there was pur-
pose to the time in the deserts, in excite-
ment of entering and the pain of stepping
away. I hope that someday I will walk back
through that gate more prepared for the
rocks and the valleys. For now I remember
the time I was there, and I cling to the mo-
ments that made it worth the risk. •
non-fiction
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Oregon Coast in g)ecem&er
bv sarah kualer
We costumed ourselves in layers:
scarves, stocking
caps and raincoats, winter
gloves and galoshes,
and three pairs
of socks each,
To reach the beach, we cartwheeled
down slippery rocks,
ignoring our grandmother's shouts
of warning, care,
and caution.
Huge pieces of kelp dragged in
by winter tides
sprawled on the sand
like sleeping elephants.
My brother and I
played tug-of-war with them, hung them
over our shoulders
like feather boas,
and waved them
like majestic whips.
We were ringmasters, and the gray beach
was our carnivaL
The ocean, a sheet
of unburnished metal,
stretched up the coast,
rolled in from the horizon, and lapped
at the edges
of our fantasy.
Nevertheless, we
carved our names into the sand
with long pieces of driftwood
bleached
and scarred
like bones.
Our arcing words
tumbled across the beach,
like famous names
dancing across a marquee,
until the waves stole in
and dragged them
out to sea.
poetry
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CWhen ~ %ather g)ied
bv maraareta {;f~oer
I.
Like when the power goes out and
I still try to turn on the light, I think
I will ask him if he was comfortable.
II.
I feel the sorrow - through him, with him,
in him. With a long face and sore eyes,
I cannot keep my voice from crying.
III.
I am a baby again - writhing, weeping,
screaming for my father to pick me up
and hold me like I had never let him before,
IV.
llie beside my mother in bed at night
where he had lain, holding her,
loving us the best he knew how.
V.
We bury him in his wedding suit.
The cool, dusty blue matches his casket,
reflects his sky, and reminds me of his eyes.
VI.
Soon, I begin to dream of his death -
forgetting in the first panic of waking
that it is, in fact, numbing reality.
VII.
I still catch myself referring to him
in the present tense, and I wonder when
eating and sleeping will become easy again.
VIII.
In a week, I give blood and give tears
hoping that someone will have a
second chance to love their father well.
IX.
I finally grew to understand him,
and he failed to realize that alii needed
was a father who needed me.
%rostea 0\fol1arcnstV chanrelle ste(fqerda
Sunlight slips through frosty air,
summer's champion illuminating
winter's glaze, without dissolving
the glass encapsulating each tree branch-
bud-stumps frozen shut.
Backlit by the sinking sun,
each stem is sheathed in transparent gold,
ice layers, previously silver,
as miniature crowns for the treetops-
branches stretch as spires
to the chilled blue above,
As summer's kiss on winter's sting,
each tree stands in gilded glory,
rooted in thick white carpet,
creating a winter wonderland
stroked by Midas.
,~Ol1(as (flores en el ~o'tV chris white
After a long day's work in the country
the gouchos sit together around
the campfire to sip their mate.
Tiredness steeps silence as the cebador
tills and waits for the Pale Saint to sow
her blue seed, for the Pink Sunset Cloud to fall.
The gourd circles slowly like the moon,
leaves lavado with waning bitterness.
The bambilla bows old Guarani arrows
from pourer to drinker, drawing a warm web
of friends, who pass time counterclockwise
from right hand to right hand to throat to thought.
The steeped root of simple ceremony
brews conversation. Soon, the soaked weight
of labor that formed their circle
becomes flowers on the lake.
ql1te~ratiol1or Separatiol1
by josn doorenbos
I think I am just two different people.
That's all I'm trying to say. So
I think I'm breaking up with me.
You see I grow tired of my antics,
always seeking attention and doing things
then expecting me
to step in and save me from the
consequences of my actions.
This separation would be unnecessary
if' could just be myself for once.
However' don't see that happening
anytime soon,
for if I'd do so I wouldn't be me.
Since I know I will not leave
without a fight, I will need help evicting me
and that's why I asked you to be here.
We'll need to act quickly before'
suspect anything is going on.
But I think I'm coming around the comer now.
I must see us talking. Remember,
we must be cruel to be kind to me.
Alright. I don't know where to start.
It's not me, it's me.
poetrv
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Comoeient Inspector
by Cotty Ruk
This is the official record of my investigation
dealing with the feral maulings witnessed from
September Of .. until June of seven years later.
Enclosed are official documents pertaining to
my investigation, including an exceptional ar-
rangement considered to be authored by the per-
petrator. This suspect was never apprehended;
however, the savage killings ceased. Fragments
of a letter were found either at the scene of the .
crime or on the victim's person. VVhat follows 15
the compiled letter in its entirety. This evidence
was disregarded as fraudulent and misleading.
Inspector Strauss
My Competent Inspector ...
...00 you dread me? Do you feel the
icy nails scrattling up your spine? Are
the stale clutches of terror kneading you
shriveling gut? How short your breath has
become ...
...Should you dread me? Ah, now
you've sounded me. Was I not fabricated
from nightmare? Does my entity have true
form that you could withstand me? ...I'm
sure you've noticed the shadows: the dark
wraiths standing out against the light.
Those disfigured horror-shapes vanish
only an instant after perception. Dreadful?
Not yet...
...Nothing is truly dreadful until you've
seen those affected. You know quite well
the prisons holding the bodies of men
with perverted souls; more terrible are
the strongholds of bodies with no souls at
all. No sleep comes to the coroner who
handles mutilated corpses. Tremors seize
those who look into hollow eyes. Weep
for those who tremble with the flicker of a
candle's flame, let alone the maelstrom of
hell ...
...Don't shudder. Don't cry. I un-
derstand you're scared, and rightly so.
Perhaps if you could see me, if you could
visualize the creeping sensation, your heart
would slow down. Lies. Even if I had a
face, a form, seeing me would haunt you
past the grave ...no morbid fascination will
ever allow me to be tolerable ...
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...Thus I am communicating to
you. Oh. I do reveal myself occasion-
ally. "When?" you ask. "How?" you
ask. What perverse curiosity ...you must
have guessed already. ..
...In reality Iam a Lesser Evil, one of the
dark agents unleashed upon the earth after
a simple supper of forbidden fruit...the
religious call us demons; the superstitious
call us "misfortune;" poets focus on our es-
sence; storytellers focus on our appearance
...The stories you have heard have been
of vampires, witches, ghouls, specters,
jinn: all things labeled "fairy story" and
abandoned in the return to reality ...Do not
doubt that I am reaL Indeed you wouldn't.
You have seen my handiwork: the work of
a werewolf ...
...But you have seen, haven't you? Yes,
of course, you have. Every morning a new
horror awaits you ...do you remember the
first morning you were terrified of what
the sunrise would reveal? Don't fear,
mortal ..
...You see the face of things; I see the
essence ...after I've fed, lately J have taken
to watching the communities, the families,
the spouses of those I've taken. I've even
left one alive on occasion in order to watch
their recovery at first anger or fear or sor-
row consumed a few never truly regained
their souls. The majority, however, experi-
enced an even greater transformation ..
...They improved'. ..
...Beyond all expectation, their spiritual,
emotional fortitude increased. My broth-
ers were harder pressed to perform their
duties where 1had already been. I've had
an inclination as to why from the begin-
ning ...
...Just as I am a Lesser Evil serving the
Greater Evil, so there are Greater Goods
serving The Good. You find me terrible?
You have not sparred with a seraph ...
...Oh, you have seen seraphs. Seraphs
are far cleverer, far more deceptive than
we. There was the wandering surgeon
who came to your village; he left a week
ago, but only because his message had
already helped the intended family. The
night I found their boy fishing, I had come
looking for this seraph. Rarely do we
confront them, bu t this one smelled young,
inexperienced. The boy distracted me; 1
set upon the youth as the seraph set upon
me ...
... J cannot describe the struggle against
a seraph. If you would ask that boy, he
might tell you, though Iknow not how
long he stayed conscious ...the essence of a
seraph is so much more potent that that of
us Lesser Evils...if I made the comparison
between drinking watered wine and drink-
ing blood, would you understand? No, I
daresay you wouldn't.i.understand or no,
the battle was short. I was greatly reduced,
which accounts for that weeklong stint of
suspended terror ...
...I am not convinced that J have ex-
plained very well to date: apologies. The
Good they serve is undoubtedly Master
of all. Yes,even the Evils of this world
understand their futility, perhaps better
than anyone. All that we do stems from
our own perverted essence. We do not
need directions to perform our dark deeds.
The futility arises when the The Good cor-
rupts our perversion, twisting our evil into
edification ...I am a dark agent of Good;
imagine my shame ...No matter my fervor,
my fury, all the black smoke of my being
becomes fabricated into light. Such is the
sovereignty of The Good ..
...Thus, I write to you: impotent. You
awake in trembling, mortified at the
paranoia, the shadowed suspicion that
only greater horror will greet you with the
morning. Understand this: if I am only
a Lesser Evil, you are a Lesser Good. We
are evenly matched. I write to encourage
you. Step up and challenge me ...this is no
submission, no acquiescence, no surrender .
Rather, this is an invitation. Enter into this
struggle, flesh though you are ...don't give
up; J should have no exercise then ...•
fiction
CHo(cfinS by the <Eases CWhat £Mtasures £Mt
by lindsay squtres
My hands smooth over
the Formica, fingers curling down
beneath the countertop ledge,
supporting this weight.
I am standing in the sunrise,
and the fields are running up to the horizon.
By what I see
, am held against
other mornings,
when the sunbeams were just falling
upon my head and years later
descending over my shoulders.
I used to wait for the sunrise, here,
fingers clinging
to the cool countertop.
My head barely reached
the kitchen sink, but I had
wanted to see those undulating fields,
ribboning up to the brink
of the world just
beyond the window.
Straining on little toes,
pulling up my feather-light
understanding with a
fingertip grip,
I held by the edge
what measured me.
I wanted to change
the world. My mother
had read to me their stories-
Amy Carmichael,
Corrie Ten Boom,
and others who had
lived the meaning of
grace. When my chin
could rest on the counter,
I stared into
the glass-framed sky
waiting for my chance
to go, to be
something of what
they were.
And finally-I went and
watched the ways of the world.
Edges jagged and crumbling,
I saw abused and starving
children, the oppressed
suffering affliction, lives leeched
by addiction, devastation the
prediction. Need and grief
and why--and I was a child again,
fingertips slipping
from what I had wanted
to hold in my hand.
poetrv
Now, home again,
my palms pressing down
against the countertop,
.' am taller, and smaller,
gripping more, and less,
learning from each day's turning
and from warmth upon my skin
that I will always be a child,
reaching for the edge
of something far
above my head.
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giving in <Europe, (first Crush
hVrtz ldtorensen
Four years later
my Facebook news feed
displays a picture of you in your underwear
playing your expensively pretty Taylor guitar
in the doorway to sorneones dorm room.
It's not unlike you to reveal yourself.
On any occasion, you were never timid or reluctant
to open up,
to just try and inspire
the whole world
with your passion.
You used to strum for me
under the stairwell leading up to the gym,
while the varsity basketball team
played Army bases.
You'd sing so eagerly,
your heart as an overtone
resonating with the guitar strings
you'd smile and serenade in major keys
about the coming days
and capture me entirely
on the most desperate winter nights-
the ones when the stars were the brightest.
And we always took note of the sky on those Stille Nachte"
because we had to memorize the constellations
for science dass: The Big Dipper, Orion, Cassiopeia ...
we'd wonder, calculate, and try to remember
if the portions of blanketed sky
really differed from Germany to America.
So now we're both in America again,
Iowa & Indiana
and the chilled, winter sky is genuinely different.
I can't find the same stars,
but maybe I've forgotten.
But after all this time,
my ears still beg for the sweet harmony
of your voice and guitar.
Only, you've forgotten the lyrics to my verse,
the one we'd sing together
with your old Ibanez AE,
the instrument I now have a model of:
acoustic blue wood.
And my guitar,
she's singing a blues rendition of our verse,
echoing through an open sky
of forgotten constellations.
"German for Still Nights
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And C)'he)'Came '\Vith CHands
bv hannah lOiSmartelle sauerwetn
It's not that my fingers are poison,
or that I'm careless-
l'rn not the sort that litters or dear-cuts
or leaves the water on to brush my teeth.
But I destroy you all the same.
My footprints burn the ground;
the squirrels should be afraid of me
but they freeze,
one grey tree-trunk dozing
between us.
I think, why is it
that I love the dead and dying leaves
for the color of their blood!
That r collect them like regret,
like plastic toys!
Meanwhile, you
have to die at me
to get my attention.
poetrv
%oot)' C))ajamasbv chan'felfe steqqerda
Wrap in a cuddle,
enclosed from winter cold
creeping through weakly insulated windows
when night vents cease warming.
Wear delight,
Mom's love knit
into a cocoon,
a body-pocket
bringing comfort,
sound sleep.
Keep bedtime fun-
go without fuss
in footy pajamas,
(])ipa
$V lIZ lawrensen
My first word was "Pipa." the name of my cat.
I'd been making sounds all my life
humming through my nose
and stringing out the vowel sounds
like my own language of
"aaaoooh's."
~ttin~ the ~c:f ,%n
bvamanaa kuehn
My leaden shoes
Trudge
Vp carpeted steps,
Down a hallway too long for the top of a staircase.But when it really mattered
Mommy and Daddy were probably hoping
for me to call out to them
proclaiming a beginning, a conversation
sparking a lifelong dialogue
The workday drops,
And hits the floor with a
Thud
That explains the pain in my lower back.
But all I needed then
was to stroke
the ears of my soft black white & pink companion,
Neglecting my duties, I go to the closet
and pull out the 0EL Speedster 24 Asics,
Lace up my musings and hop on the Startrac.
The belt starts to run,
My legs begin motion.
In an awkward dance of irregular rhythms
I move too slowly and think too fast.
was for him to hear my meow,
my natural, untamed voice,
as I heard his;
for him to comprehend my language
of miscalculated syllables and noise
just as clearly
as he could recognize
my parents' call for his presence.
Increasing the speed, I test my own limits,
My mind running swiftly,
My feet close behind.
Entire sentences were daunting,
and my cat & his name were a bridge
to reach such foreign lands
Sweat drips down my neck,
The clock keeps the time. <
Faster and stronger and swifter and smoother,
Legs pressing harder to outrun my mind.
As tiny fingers petted thick fur
my mind fascinated on only
what I could touch:
the soft, warm love
of my cat-
the closest to understanding I could handle.
I gasp breaths of air
And burst through the wall that
Vp until now
Has been holding me back.
The unsteady rhythms begin to align
As the music in my ears, the fan in my face and the
Stomp, stomp, stomp
Of leather shoes on synthetic rubber
Becomes the constant hum of a steady machine.
poetry
For the next twenty minutes I
Run through my thoughts,
I think of the run
And the hum carries on.
When seconds run outthe belt
Ceases speed.
Feet slow their pace and
Breathing subsides.
Thoughts fade to silence,
Silence to still.
My mind has been run
Out of thought.
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Pscate
by Jo!!it Doomesbos
For Billy Joel
The room was slowly filling around
nine o'clock. The Tropical Escape was light
on the Tropical tonight, wind blew cold
rain against the windows. All tha t re-
mained of a novel idea for a jungle-themed
bar was a small potted tree-most likely
plastic-in the corner opposite the stage.
The four walls bore faded murals of what
could still be recognized as an ocean on
the east wall, tall palm trees with monkeys
on the north wall, an intricately painted
mural of bushes and hanging vines and
natives poking out of the forestry on the
south wall. A tall, solid grey mountain
with a roughly drawn outline was on the
west wall. The popular theory claims this
to have been the last wall to be painted,
since no one who frequented the bar could
figure how mountains could have fit into
the Tropical theme, except that maybe the
original owner got burned out after paint-
ing the south wall and had only a bit of
grey and black left over. The other theory
is more complicated and involves an ex-
wife moving to California. No one actually
remembers the original owner, the rumors
just circulate to try and explain why he
would leave after two years of owning and
perfecting this bar. The newest owner only
stuck around long enough to hire a manag-
er before he moved to New York, where he
sells retirement plans to large companies.
On the stage was a black baby grand
piano, smoke-stained with chipped paint
and a flat low C. Eight circular tables were
scattered about the room-if the manager
could fill four of them he declared it to be
a good night. There were regulars. Johnny
was a card, dolled up in the fashion of
Frank Sinatra every evening, drinking
away and joking with everyone in the
room. He either came across a bit of money
in his life or just spent like he did, because,
despite being an out-of-work actor, he
would be out buying rounds for folks ev-
ery night in his expensive, off-white three
piece suit. The manager, Tony, nodded to
him as he came in this particular evening.
Johnny tipped his hat and tapped the
table, "Hit me with two, one for me and
one for my buddy here." Johnny patted the
new guy on the back as Tony's eye came
to rest on him. Tony gave his stubbled face
a stroke before adjusting the sleeve of his
tight, white, beer-stained t-shirt.
"Vodka Tom Collins?" Tony asked
Johnny with his eyes still on the new kid.
"You know me, Tone." Johnny turned
and was scouring the room.
Tony sized up the boy, whose blue eyes
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perused the place. He wore a plain white,
button-up shirt and black slacks.
"What's your name kid?"
"His name's Bill," Johnny answered
for him, "he's a musician. Kid's a damned
sensation. Real mellow but speaks to the
tender parts-Hey Dave! I ain't seen you
round here in a while, how've you been?"
And Johnny was off to another table for
more socializing that would end in a "Can I
get a drink for my man Davey here?"
Dave's a big guy; six foot eight, two
eighty something. His round baby-face
always looked as if it was about to break
into tears. Despite being a docile creature,
he was the only one to have gotten into a
fight in this bar in its known history. Dave
never would have gotten involved if not
for his loyalty. Johnny had been getting
sarcastic with a man who disagreed with
him on a subject that was distant history
by now. When the other fellow had pulled
a knife, Dave rose to settle the matter,
sending the boy off, packing a napkin in
his nose. Dave had enlisted in the Navy a
few years back. and shipped out every now
and then for a few months, but most of the
time he was here in the bar toasting a girl
named Sherry. Nobody ever met Sherry.
Not even Johnny or his author buddy Paul.
Paul was seated next to Dave, sulking.
His clothing, which fit at one point, hung
limp from his malnourished body. His
long face and grey eyes remained on the
glass at all times, save the occasional call
for a refill. Every few months he'd lock
himself up in his room to chase after his
latest inspiration for a novel. After a few
months trying to peddle his creation off to
publishers he'd be back in the bar, silently
draining shot after shot. The truth is he
had struck gold once-wrote a bestseller. It
was a heartbreaker about a man who had
loved a woman but lost her when he didn't
treat her well enough. The man had a love
affair with work and had very little left for
the woman. So she left him with an empty
apartment and a typewriter. Come to think
of it, every novel Paul had ever wrote
ended this way. Paul enjoyed a period of
success after this one, but sure enough, he
was back in the bar drinking with the rest
of 'em before long.
An old man was attached permanently
to the bars tool on which he sat. His name
was Roger or Raymond or something with
an r. He never spoke; his blue, tired eyes
would usually hide behind the folds of
skin that fell from his brow line. He wore
a beer-and-puke stained button-up white
shirt and black pants. He kept his wads of
money in the pocket over his heart. As Bill
sat down to enjoy his Tom Collins, the old
man said, "So you're a singer?"
'And pianist."
"Like Thelonious?" The old man
slurred. His voice was gruff and strong.
"Not particularly." Bill fingered the edge
of his glass, "I play slower music. Kind of
bluesy"
"My wife played piano." The old man
said, eyes straight ahead.
"She quit then?" Bill shifted in his seat.
The old man drained his glass of Gin
and Tonic. "Play us something, kid."
Bill's eyes grew wide and he looked at
Tony.
Tony grinned a bit and motioned with
his head toward the stage.
"Is it tuned?" Bill asked, kind of stam-
mering a bit on the word tuned.
"Not in years." Tony snickered, "See
what you can do."
Bill slipped off the stool, shaking a bit
in the hand, and made his way through
the smoky batch of tables, Johnny grinned
a bit as he watched him move. "This kid's
something, just wait."
Bill played a scale and warmed up a bit.
The piano was sour, as was expected. Bill
took a deep breath. He coughed a bit into
the beer-scented microphone. Tony gave
a chuckle as Bill struck his first painful
chord. His laughter stopped as Bill cas-
caded into a slow, soulful introduction.
There was a cessation of movement. Bill
disappeared behind the waves of sound
exiting the smoke-stained baby grand. The
smoke ebbed and rolled with every note.
Everyone in the room felt the piercing
song like a cool knife. Itwas the kind of
music that makes the heart feel claustro-
phobic. The walls bended in waves as
reality had very little sway in the Tropical
Paradise that night. The music transcended
tune and tone. Each man felt the metal
shields of alcohol and denial fade away,
and then looked their heart in the eyes.
Bill began to sing words that nobody
remembered in a soft tenor, warm and
smooth. There was a heart-piercing
sadness to them. Bill's voice carried as if
bound east, across the waves, bouncing
with each crest before falling again. The
words crept into their ears and whispered
truths to them that no amount of alcohol
could block out. Lonely. That's how they
sounded. The words were lonely.
Tears formed in Dave's strong eyes.
Paul's hand left his glass for the first time
all night, the old man had stood from his
stool to get a better look, and Johnny's
smile had left. Tony set down the glass he
had been wiping clean and every drunken
eye in the bar turned to the man on the
stage.
Bill left the stage to the sound of no ap-
plause. Johnny was looking at the ground,
Dave was weeping, and Paul stared at his
glass, longing, but not for the glass itself.
He was longing for something behind the
glass.
The old man watched Bill walk slowly
back to the bar. His blue eyes were set
-
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aflame between the wrinkled flaps of skin,
beneath his gray brows, above his lower
jaw that had given way to tremors. "Get
out," he struggled to pronounce in his
strong, raspy bass. "Get out of here."
Bill's lips spread ever so slightly, like he
was trying to find a response to what he
knew to be sound advice.
"Man what are you doing here?" The
man clenched his fists, then gripped the
neck of Bill's shirt, "Get out of here!"
Bill stuttered, "L..I ca-"
"Don't stay here another minute just_H
He let his hand fall to his shirt pocket
where he pulled out the wad of twenties
he had planned on spending on more gin.
"Take this, call a cab, and get out."
Tony started to move, as if to step in
between a potential brawl, but when he
looked into Bill'5 eyes he saw the silent
understanding they shared. Bill looked
into the cool blue of those aged eyes and
understood. He allowed the man to put
the wad into his hand, and backed out
slowly. There was no feeling for the door,
,c,weatCoctge SongbV chris white
A great leader is leaving,
Sky is overcast,
wilh winter wind blowing
all the long grass one way,
their backs bent all day,
We stoop and enter the sweat lodge,
an old tradition in our land,
In the still heat
drops roll off our noses,
then everywhere,
We sit close and quiet.
Our pores mourn the loss
of water from our bodies,
poetrv
he knew exactly where it was, as if the old
man's eyes were guiding his steps. Bill
propped his right arm against the door as
he took one last look at the piano, then at
the old man, whose eyes had dropped to
the square of tile directly in front of him,
mouth still agape, whole body trembling.
Bill pressed against the door which sud-
denly seemed to weigh a great deal to him.
Then, with triumph, he broke through the
door into the streetlight, which broke into
the Tropical Escape and was extinguished
with the slamming of the door.
Paul's cigarette burned to the ring in his
hand, johnny's face had turned a shade
of white, Dave's tear-stained eyes rested
on the grey mountain. The old man stood
shaking, eyes on the floor, then slowly
he raised his eyes. The east wall shim-
mered with residue from the rain that had
blown in momentarily while the door was
opened. The ocean had real shimmering
streaks of rain on it. A sail boat was painted
in the distance, it was barely noticeable.
The man took a step toward the wall to get
a closer look at it but was stopped short.
"Another g-end-t?" Tony broke the thick,
smoky silence.
The man squinted at the small, finely-
painted boat, and then turned around. The
mountain greeted him back to his stool.
He nodded as he sat back down and then,
remembering his money, looked over to
johnny.
"I got this one." johnny set the money
down joylessly on the bar, and then turned
to light Paul's new cigarette.
"To Sherry, great old gal that she was!"
Dave slurred, and then raised his glass to
no one before draining its contents.
Tony began to polish another glass as
the old man continued to stare at that
small ship on the east wall with his dying,
tired eyes .•
fiction
CW'ithout (fences
bv amanda kuehn
Yards upon yards of soft green grass
Open to children with no inhibitions,
Wildly they run and fall into laughter,
In the coolness of shade they linger and savor
The taste of fresh rain, the aroma of fields.
Fluently the breeze speaks
In meadowlarks and wind chimes
Interrupted by shrieks of delight.
Sticky fingers reach for a long green hose
That has wanned in the sun like a slow lazy snake,
Its mouth spurts out water, which washes away
The remains of popsicles and lemonade.
From a bush darts a rabbit, ever alert to
the Ihundering footsteps of three resident she-wolves
Running at top speed
In pink laced tennis shoes.
An intrusion of play sees children scamper and
Storylines fall to the pavement.
The game, interrupted by calls for dinner,
Is almost forgotten tonight.
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CW"eathered and <:feeble
bv maraareta deboer
When my mind is too cluttered
for me to fit inside,
when I need to escape
my over-loaded house,
I am drawn to the North.
The fresh air outside the door
is not enough; I move further.
The faded, green grass
crinkles beneath my feet
until I reach the grated gravel
of the lonely road.
I am its companion for awhile.
Brisk air swirls 'round my head,
plays with my curls,
which finally have a chance
to shake loose from my braids.
I let them.
They are rebellious like me
and I know all too well-
they ache in their confinement.
Step by step,
I feel the freedom
of the country road.
My feet fall rhythmically
to the swinging of my arms
and the melody in my head.
It's alii hear
when the wind plugs my ears
with its dense howling.
The corn is gone,
the trees are bare
but I am shining
down the path
to my destination.
My eyes take it all in
and then they close,
allowing my feet
to remember the way.
And my mind rests easy.
In time, I come
to the old, wooden bridge,
with broken, thick beams,
weathered and feeble.
I climb through the rafters
to my perch overlooking
the gray water.
I float in the air,
dangling my feet,
feeling only supported
by that rushing wind
that ripples my jacket
like it ripples the water
below me.
I want to jump in
but never will.
Instead, I pour out my thoughts,
letting them flutter, then drift.
lover-load the water,
unfairly, yes,
but it never objects.
The long time seems short
when I head back home,
using my eyes to see,
and slowly, oh so slowly,
I return.
poettv
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(j}re is (free
bv peter boscalion
We hang flags on our stacked beds
To shade our sleep
From the bright lights
That shine out from our
Electronic conveniences.
Most of us hang family history:
Germany Friesland, and Belgium,
One roommate is a runner.
He hangs a flag of his hero-
Steve Prefontaine forever frozen,
Feet in midslride
At the 1972 Munich Garnes.
But
When I rest my head at his feet,
And the breeze blows
Through the open window,
Prefontaine dances on my head.
He starts slowly
meandering between my dreaming eyes
He steps gently
careful not to disturb with Lilliputian feet
He pirouettes
spinning on a pointed toe as the pace picks up
He begins to sweat
from the exertion of increasingly complicated steps
He dances.
Spinning
Twirling
Jumping
On earth, his feet are slaves
Lashed by prideful desire,
Chained to unending white lines,
Forced to trace ovals
by the thousands of meters,
In dreams, his feet are released
from cramping shoes and rubber tracks.
They move as they will.
And so he dances on my head at night
free
Vntil the breeze blows by
And his feet return to midstride.
CMarght Conversation
bv's7irah kualer
My dad writes in books.
Always in dark ink, and
always small capital letters,
this print
lingers in margins
and carves soft scars
into later pages,
Parentheses and asterisks
extenuate
the ends of lines, barely hanging on,
while movie
and museum tickets also cling-
one edge wedged in the binding-
holding a place, so faded with age
that you can't read their times
or dates.
poetn/ Adoration of an idea, or of
a character, or of
a poignant phrase
rises from his pen,
His perspective
makes the journey
less lonely.
The book opens
like the battered door
to a well-loved and lived in
home. ..
qn a Smarr Church in Oregon
bv lisa totersma h bl t .onora e men IOn
She was sitting in the front pew wearing
a simple blue cotton dress, After "Amen!"
she shed her threadbare yellow shawl to free her arms.
With two shaky steps, her outstretched hands found
and felt the familiar worn bench of the sturdy
upright. She sat, shifted her weight, and paused.
The tips of her fingers brushed the surface
of the blacks and whites then stopped
when they found their place, Her vacant eyes
stayed closed. Even if she could have seen,
she wouldn't have needed to, for the music
flowed from her heart and not from a page.
From bass to treble and back again, her fingers
danced in Gospel swing. Touching the piano
restored youth to her hands and fhen to her voice,
which joined her fingers in rhythm and harmony,
As she played, I closed my eyes too, I didn't
need them once my heart joined hers in
a prayer raised through her fingers and lips.
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TheMississitJtJi
by KiLEYSEliGMV
1grew up along the Muddy Mississippi.
It was always there, as we drove beside
it on River Drive or across it on the 1-74
bridge into Illinois. It was simply there
when we brought bread to the ducks or
walked the bike path along its banks. It
was the big, dirty river where people threw
old tires, washing machines, or refrigera-
tors, where fish floated belly up among
the garbage being pushed ashore by the
choppy waves.
I remember stories about the dangers
of the Mississippi. Stories about people
getting sucked into sinkholes or pulled be-
neath the surface from the strong under-
tow-only to be pulled out, dead, miles
downriver. I remember my mom warning
me about drop-offs, where the river goes
from two to twenty feet with just one more
step forward, and you never know where
they lurk. It didn't matter that she swam
halfway across the Mississippi in high
school. It was dangerous, and I was to
steer clear of it.
1remember the flood of 1993. When
clouds constantly shadowed the summer
days and the skies repeatedly emptied
their stores of rain. When the river over-
flowed its banks and drowned half of the
downtown. I remember seeing pictures
of the ballpark surrounded by sandbags,
but still lying beneath several feet of water.
In nightly news stories of floods, injuries
or deaths from the river, it lived up to its
other nickname, the Mighty Mississippi. I
grew up feeling more nervous of its power
instead of reveling in its beauty.
But after leaving for college, six hours
across Iowa-in the middle of cornfields-
I found out how much a part of me that
river is. I miss its beauty, its roaring power,
its calm serenity. I miss sitting beside it
and feeling the peace of nature and the
presence of God.
I dream about going for long walks on
its shores. I dream of going boating and
feeling the wind and spray on my face. I
dream of gliding along the surface on a
pair of water skis. I dream of sitting on the
dock at Eagle Point, bobbing up and down
with the waves as I watch the surface for
f~nssion.crrip to CJ3(uefiefds, ~cara8ua
Dv'qfeq white
What we see in Bluefields:
A polluted bay,
Houses made from rusting metal sheets,
Roads of red mud,
Miles of wrappers and tires that streich down every ditch,
A deluge of garbage slumped against a hill,
Taxis that tear down the ancient roads,
The passengers with nowhere 10 go.
What we hear in Bluefields:
A soccer ball bouncing as we boot il with the kids,
The sharp sound of the scissors slicing paper
to create some clever crafts, such as a colorful mask,
a tongue-tied toddler,
Too timid to join and play,
Adrian strumming the strings of his guitar, and
the kids' clapping crisply echoing
while they sing a Spanish worship song,
"[Dame la mane. querido hermano! [Dame la mano y mi hermano seras!"
paetrv
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the shadow of a fish or the glint of schools
of minnows.
When I go home, I sometimes go sit on
the rocks by the water beneath the 1-74
bridge, laughing as the ducks chase each
other, and warily watching the geese who
flop around close behind me. I munch on
salami and cheese sandwiches and toss the
birds pieces of crust-throwing pieces to
the quiet ones, the skinny ones, the scared
ones.
There's just nothing quite like the smell
of the fresh, moist breeze that constantly
blows the waves around on the surface.
Nothing like the crash of the water as
it hits the rocks or the sound of ducks
honking as they splash land. Nothing can
match the feel of shockingly cold water
on my skin or the squish of mud and who
knows what else between your toes.
There's nothing quite like the peace of
that river-there's nothing quite like the
Muddy Mississippi .•
non-fiction
second place
~rost'tV brenna lura second place
A frost tree laid itself on the grey shingles
of the white house on the corner.
Why have I never noticed
before this morning
how the grand oak living out front
casts its shadow and forbids the sun
to take this figure of frost
from the roof!
Surely this battle is fruitless.
In an hour or so no trace
of the spindly frost tree
will remain. But this instant
is etched in my mind:
the glory of an early morning
masterpiece, completely unexpected.
Perhaps tomorrow the soft
white moss will creep onto
the same roof and someone
will notice and think to themselves
that the lacy frost looks like feathers
which have fallen
and landed perfectly
from birds flying overhead.
Cf)istal1t Queel1
&;:chanrdksuqqada
paetrv
The moon is no man, a lady therein dwells,
gleaming distant, gleaming cold,
stately pride and statement bold,
sad, solemn tale of lost love tells.
Was she by cold lover scorned!-
And now is suspended above horizon,
wrap'd in the mourn-black silk she lies on,
stricken face of mood forlorn.
Within is hot churning of passion spurned,
so low, so close, so orange tonight,
still emits rays of cold, silver light-
hair tossed loose from face burned.
Cloudy glass, steamed from inside fire
that escapes not cold rock's enclosure,
not risking to deaf night the exposure
of tense strain and worried pain and desire.
If I run, run so steadily
to that horizon, sky's indigo nook
to shake smooth silk stretched down,
and once silk shook,
cold heart, can I touch you!
Distant on a silent throne,
could woeful look be peace so true,
still alone,
that you may offer love anew!
;;)0 the Adm i11istrati ve enranch:bv billfrederick
I walked by a tree today
that strained to fight the wind,
hindered by its own top-heaviness
with hands high,
holding heavy green apples
as a shining investment.
It emptied roots
and took from the trunk:
a small expense for the sake of
bright green appeal.
But what after fall harvest,
when the fruits
have been picked,
and the trunk
goes weak
in the frozen
drought of winter.
What then,
tall tree!
Prenarin» to Meet God
by ,t\l;IANdA RUdiN
Sunday mornings always began at
home. If the church service was the perfor-
mance, getting ready was the opening act.
1 remember sitting in the bathroom and
watching my mom get ready. She curls her
hair with the large barreled iron, puts on
gold earrings, and takes a mascara brush to
her long, dark lashes. I delight in watching
her transformation from tattered blue bath-
robe to sharp red blazer. The room smells
of hairspray and Liz Claiborn.
Downstairs in the kitchen there are
donuts-jelly-liIIed with white frosting,
cream-filled covered in chocolate, and
white cake donuts with bright rainbow
sprinkles. Corel plates and juice glasses sit
out on the table next to a pitcher of orange
juice. KGBI plays from the radio, baptizing
our breakfast in Bible songs, hymns, and
the words of James Dobson.
Before eating breakfast I must be
ready: hair fixed, clothes changed, bed
made, and pajamas put away. I pull on my
white tights and lace-trimmed slip before
enveloping myself in the stiff floral dress
that my grandparents gave me on my last
birthday. In the kids' bathroom
my mom sits on the toilet seat and
I on the floor in front of her. She
spritzes my head with the spray
bottle and pulls my long brown mane into
a tight French braid, which is finished with
a fancy barrette. The mist of water is cold,
but I soon get used to it, as I do the tugging
of my hair.
Back in my parents' room, my dad
puts on a grey suit and his Father's Day
tie. During the service his suit is scratchy
against my tired cheek. I prefer Morn's soft
shoulder pads to the itchy grey coat sleeve.
The pews are made of oak and padded
with red, woolen" church fabric." I know
them well, having spent many mornings
studying the thread and the way in which
it has had been woven together. During
the sermon I divert my eyes to the banners
on the walls. I've already completed the
crosswords and puzzles and covered the
children's bulletin in the graphite of my
ML pencil.
When the pastor raises his hands, sign-
ing up and down and back. and forth, I
know he is finished with the sermon. It is
time again to stand and sit, sing and pray.
I never have liked rising for prayer. The
people stand silent and stiff and the pastor
drones on. His petitions are interrupted by,
"Lord, hear our prayer," which wakes me
from my dozing.
All are seated and the communal pro-
cession begins. I'm not sure what it means,
but it must be important. The organ begins
to play "This is the Feast" and I join in. We
sing a lot of songs, but this is my favorite
because I know all of the words. I sit in the
pew with my brother and sister, looking
for space to color on the visitor's cards.
When my parents rise and leave the pew I
lean over and poke my sister as a small act
of defiance. Mom and Dad return and the
people keep singing.
Once the congregation is back. in its
proper place we rise and recite the Lord's
Prayer. I appreciate the stability of the age-
old traditions, though the doctrine behind
them is still beyond my grasp. I go to wor-
ship blissfully unaware of contemporary
style, baptism by immersion, speaking in
tongues, or liberation theology. Church
is where we go to meet God, and that is
enough for me .•
non-fiction
honorable mention
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Al1ts
bv peter boscallon
The ants go marching one by one, hurrah, hurrah!
The ants go marching one by one, hurrah, hurrah!
The ants go marching one by one,
The little one stops to suck his thumb
And they all go marching down to the ground
To get out of the rain.
-Unknown authorship,
sung to the tune of NWhen Johnny Comes Marching nome"
A long black sinuous line traces a route
From the bathroom window, across the kitchen floor
Vp the smoothly swinging cabinet doors
To the counter top flowing with milk and honey.
Ants cany morsels worthy of any queen,
Feet moving to the rhythm of matriarchal drums
Business as usual in form-filting tailored black suits
That are always worn because there are no casual Fridays.
It is the sugar bowl that they seek
A mountain of crystals the rich reward for a long journey.
But their arrival becomes biltersweet-
As they watch, the treasure begins to disappear.
My mother adds more sugar to sticky-sweet cookie dough.
She moves around the kitchen with a sense of royal purpose.
The undisputed ruler of her domestic domain,
She barks orders to prepare the table for dinner.
My brother and I scuny to follow her orders.
Armed with long-tined forks and butter knives
We grab chipped plates and mismatched cups
From their resting place in the cupboard.
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My father returns home from work in his black crumpled suit,
Bearing the weight of unfinished work on his shoulders.
He shrugs off the strap of his black briefcase
And rests his cares in the loving arms of the couch.
We march in step to the dinner table
Where gray-skinned microwaved potatoes wait
Alongside quickly cooling green beans.
We discard our daily troubles with the chicken bones.
I stand at the chromed kitchen sink,
Hands moving through dirty water
As I drown the stuck-on remnants of dinner.
I notice a long line of black specks.
I step on an ant with my flat rubber sole.
There is no pause, no moment of mourning
Only the tireless motion of work,
Black legs moving around the new black obstruction.
The ants keep on marching one by one,
When I was the little one I sucked my thumb
But I was told that big boys don't have oral fixations.
I've been trying to be the grown up boy ever since.
I don't want to be the man I am told to be,
Another black business suit in gridlocked traffic,
My legs following, rank and file,
Other black legs to gray cubicles.
Wild Cat
by HANNA" Lois MARidLE SAUERWEiN
At five years old, she was already
dreaming.
In the dream, she always sat across from
her smiling family, they like a photograph,
she alive and wandering, already wander-
ing. She was on the far side of the table,
and they in a rowan the couch, short tall
short. Later in life she would remember
well the expanse of the window behind
them, and she would remember the one
juvenile tree out the window and the field
of shorn grass - not for its figuring in her
growing-up, but for the dream.
Sometimes it would be a bear, some-
times a lion, but most often a wildcat, a
lynx, standing sideways on the tree with
the right forepaw lifted, claws extended,
mouth open to expose teeth in a silent hiss.
It was about to jump, and she knew it.
VI1 tit led
bv brenna lura
When I close my eyes,
all the little things
my mind has gathered
get stirred into a fantastic
goulash in my mind.
Thoughts like sparking gems
are strung together into a shimmering
story, a gift for the royalty
of this realm I've fallen into.
And as each grain of sand
sinks
slowly
into the comer of my eye
I spend my hours dancing
in the morning dew
of a mountain meadow.
poetrv
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enough to wake her. Some-
times she wanted to cover the
heads of her smiling family,
but then sometimes they weren't sitting
there at all, and there was just the empty
living room between her and the cat, all in
morning sunlight. There was a rectangular
dish on the table with a nearly-full stick of
soft butter, and when no one was look-
ing she would steal it like frosting on one
finger. She could never remember if that
was from her dream or her memories, like
the sensation of gagging over a blue cup
learning to swallow pills, like the babysitter
sneaking into her room after bedtime with
gtow-in-the-dark play dough.
But in the dream she waited frozen,
the only thing she had in common with a
mouse in those days, until the glass shat-
tered and the beast sprang lithe and beauti-
ful onto the carpet. The wildcat had all the
colors of amber sewn into its bright fur, and
sharp golden eyes. Its teeth were perfect
and pointed.
By then, surely, she had come awake.
The window was probably yawning into
a cloudy morning, winking as the lights
turned on. The field was for catching slugs
and chasing chipmunks, and the couch
unfolded for her parents' brown quilt each
night.
Probably, anyway. She had only visions
like snapshots when she grew older; she
had old home videos and she had the
evidence that once she was a girl in an
apartment in Eugene. But that was not
remembering; that was being told.
What she remembered was the dream.
fiction
CHooaea ,Q,weatshirt <Days
bv sarah kugfer h bl .onora e mentton
Today the lake glimmered
like our hometown
after a downpour:
grey and morose and porous
and wet f
the way only water's smooth swirling
is wet.
You went down to the dock,
just to lean against the railing,
just to taste the ocean as it
blew in from the coast.
When we were kids, you called these days
hooded sweatshirt days because
you had to tug the long sleeves
tight around your wrists.
Today I followed you
to make sure
the water was not
too beautiful
or too deep.
After all,
you insisted
upon short sleeves.
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How to Write About Something You Regret
for a .Dailv Response Journal Writing Assignment-by CItRIS WithE
First, wake up and go to your par-
ents' house an hour before school because
you realized you forgot some stuff when
you moved out. The place will be dead:
your dad's already at work and your mom
goes to the United Methodist Women's
breakfast on Fridays. Jiggle the door
handle and realize it's locked. Try your
house key and realize they changed the
stupid locks on you already.
Then, take a post-it note and pen from
your $135 purse (which is probably the
last thing they're ever going to buy you)
and write them a note about how sorry
you are and how much you miss them.
Your sincere apology will butter them up
just enough to get them to still consider
helping you pay for the college education
you don't even want anymore. You're sure
they'll fall for it. Stick it to the door. That
yellow square will be the first thing they
see when they come home from work-
right before they start crying because their
oldest daughter is doing exactly what their
oldest son did, which is stopping getting
1\ s and starting drinking and hanging
out and actually having some fun in high
school. Then, kick the door with your toe
and get the hell out of there and start cry-
ing, not because you miss them or because
it hurt when you kicked the door in heels,
but because they're so stupid and it makes
you so angry.
Once you get back to your boyfriend's
place and wake him up for work and grab
a plain piece of bread for breakfast, ask him
why he has a coffee-maker but no coffee.
Then tell him how stupid your parents are
for changing the locks on you just because
you moved into his apartment a week ago
on your 18th birthday. Tellhim how you've
been telling them for like a year that you
were going to move out as soon as you
could, and tell him how much happier
you are with him. After he grunts and rolls
over and pulls the blankets over his head,
say a little louder how he needs to get a
queen bed and how the twin or double
or whatever it is isn't cutting it for two
people. Now throw a pillow at him and get
the hell out of there and get to school just
in time.to be a little bit late for Mr. Loring's
Chern test.
As you grab the paper from the teacher
and sit down, roll your eyes at your friend
sitting on your right who's like, Where
have you been. Don't worry about her.
Now look down at the words Ionic and
Covalent and have no idea what the hell
is going on. Instead of trying to remember
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the stupid chemical bonds that you studied
for barely 15minutes at lunch yesterday,
spend the rest of the period blaming your
boyfriend in your head because you didn't
get enough sleep because he wouldn't stay
on his side of that stupid bed. But then
think about how much better it is to go to
his apartment and have sex and fall asleep
than it is to come home and get your
phone taken away and get yelled at by
your stupid parents just for getting a little
drunk a few times. Grab your forehead
and totally give up on the test by now.
Think for a second how weird sex was at
first and then how much you missed it
when your boyfriend dumped you because
he turned 23 and you were barely 17 and
he couldn't be having sex with a kid, and
then how great it was when you finally
turned 18 and he was so sweet about tak-
ing you back and letting you move in with
him when your parents got so annoying
about the drinking thing and made you
get a drug test, and how you just couldn't
stand it there anymore. At the end of class,
hand your test up half empty.
Right after the bell rings, remind your
friend that was sitting next to you that you
don't have a phone anymore because you
quit at Hy-vee and your parents aren't
paying for anything anymore. Tell her
about the drug test, and how the whole
thing is so dumb. 'Iell her how it's okay
because now you get to wake up next to
your boyfriend every morning. Tellher not
to tell anyone. Watch her say, Oh my god,
and walk past you. Bump into this guy you
used to have long talks with. Freeze and
walk away without saying Hi or laughing
or anything. Instead, walk past him and
say, Oh my god, at yourself and under
your breath. Swallow hard and feel your
face turn red and try to smile at people
you used to sayHi to in the hallway or at
lunch.
Accidentally forget what your next
class is even though you've had the same
schedule for like all semester. Turn around
in the middle of the hallway on the second
floor and go back to your locker on the first
floor. Get there when almost everybody
else is already in class. Look for your damn
schedule and hear the bell ring. Remem-
ber where the hell you're going and grab
your Bio book even though you're headed
to Camp. Feel stupid about getting so
anxious and grabbing the wrong book
and sweating a little bit. Finally, get to the
right classroom. Before you grab the door
handle, look in the little side window and
see everybody else in there scribbling away
in their notebooks and
knowing where the hell
they're supposed to be
and what the hell is going
on.
Walk in ignoring all the
looks, sit down, and exhale a few times.
Write down the stupid daily response jour-
nal writing assignment in your notebook.
Look at the words "Write About Something
YouRegret." Write ten lines about lying
to your dad about getting your first five
minute detention in 5th grade, and how
you cried in Mrs. Newman's middle school
science classroom for five minutes after
school by yourself because it was your
first detention ever. Want to cry a little bit
now, in Mr. Roberts' high school English
classroom.
After you pull your shit together, think
about your hair and how it looks terrible
because you don't have a blow dryer at
your boyfriend's place because you left it
at home ... at your parents' house. Think
about how most of your stuff isn't there
anymore. Once the bell rings, get the hell
out of there and start walking to your
locker.
Stop one of your friends and tell her not
to tell anyone, and then tell her about how
your parents changed the locks on you.
Say, God, are you kidding me. Tell her how
you've been telling your parents for like
a year how you just can't live with them
anymore and how you were going to move
out and move in with him and how they
didn't believe you. Listen to her say, Wow,
and watch her look off to the side and walk
off to class. Stop another friend and tell her
the same thing about your parents, how
they changed the locks just because you
moved out. Tellher not to tell anyone else.
Then say, God, can you believe how stupid
they are? Wonder if she's thinking about
how stupid you are.
Go to lunch and don't talk to anyone
the whole time. Sit by yourself and watch
a group of familiar girls packed in at the
long table on the other side of the cafeteria
laugh about how things used to be, like
in grade schooL Get to P.E., to the locker
room, and change into your black shorts
and white t-shirt. Once you're in the gym,
just stand on the far wall with a basketball
at your side as everyone else plays horse
and knockout. Wish you were actually
playing one of those stupid games.
After gym, spot another friend. Run
into her and try asking her how her day is
going. Listen to her talk about how she's
not sure what she wants to major in next
year. It reminds you of how your boyfriend
fiction
wasn't sure if he wanted to get up today.
Talkfor a couple minutes by her locker,
and then ask her if you can stay over for
the weekend. During your last class, Bio,
rewrite your daily response journal writing
assignment for English. Write it about how
to regret something, because you know
you're an expert on it. Read it over. Feel
like crying a little bit, right there. Don't
do it yet. Do it on the way to your friend's
house. The next day, don't turn this one
in for your daily journal assignment. Turn
in the first one, the shorter one, about S'"
grade and your dad .•
honorable mention
CNasquerade
bv"e!hma lundaren
We are in a masquerade
Where people aren't who they are
Only how they appear
In a masked parade
It's just a charade
Don't take off the mask
Someone might dare to ask
For the truth paetrv
I never knew
People could live in more than one world of
hurt
But they can
And they do
But no one is let in
No one can let go
Of their precious disguises
That cover the anguish
Of pain that's inside
(
Who wants to be vulnerable
When there's safety in lies!
Who is willing to open
When you'll just end up broken!
So we join the parade
Of the hurt and afraid
And choose not to be heard
Over being betrayed
We'd rather hide it
Because we've tried it
Tried to let it out
But no one gets it
Who can understand what would take years to
explain!
We're people of fiction
Through these roles that we play
In the theater of Life
We're merely performers
Or perhaps just conformers
The only words from our lips
Just follow the scripts
'Play your part
Follow the lines
And don't depart from them at all
Be the happy people we want you to be
What you're supposed to be
With painted smiles and a sunny face
In a place where nothing is wrong'
Come join our parade
Our masked parade
Our masquerade
Living lives we only wish were true,
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,C:;napshot of a ~mornin8 ~pbV lisd totersma
My daughter took this picture
one morning around Christmas
when we still lived out on the farm.
My husband had already been up
for hours out in the cold
milking cows and feeding calves.
He was still wearing his long-sleeved
flannel shirt and thick blue vest
even though our home was warm with family.
I can almost smell the milk house
and cattle barn and hay
that followed him wherever he went.
His legs usually stretched
out past the foot rest
of his worn recliner,
but this morning his left leg bent
to make a seat for a grandson
in shrinking ninja turtle pajamas
(now, thirteen years later,
my grandson towers over me,
tall and strong).
Our grandson's head rested
on his grandpa's shoulder,
his tiny fingers barely able
to wrap around my husband's index finger,
roughened from throwing hay and
fixing combines and the dry, cracking cold,
I can almost hear their breathing,
see their chests rise and fall.
How peaceful their faces look,
one wrinkled, one rosy,
as if they could sleep forever.
poettv
::florencebv sarah kualer
After an entire day
of Raphael and Botlicelli,
Leonardo da Vinci
and Michelangelo,
After eating too much gelato
and photographing the river
from the Ponte Vecchio
We stopped
and sat down
on the cobblestones worn smooth
by centuries of passing feet.
Shadowed by the Vffizi Gallery
a lone guitarist
poured chords
across the piatzza,
splashing his voice
to the city square's opposite side,
Classic rock songs-Simon and Garfunkel
and the Beatles-
j;)~eC),(aturity of Summerbv lIZ lZ,w'rtnsen
were dissonant in the guitarist's
Italian-accented English,
His bent head dangled dark hair
in his face, and bones
jutted from his fingers
as he gripped the guitar
too tight.
wind whistles her song
lets her hair blow free & long
its color is gold.
The music trailed its
own fingers over
bricks and columns
and statues
older than my
whole country,
but the night still wrapped itself around us
like a river,
like a glove.
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The Mississinni Valley Fair
by KiLEYSEliGMV
We walk through the foot trail cut
through bristling green juniper bushes,
their branches pointy and scraping as
we sidestep and suck in OUf stomachs to
avoid their long, bony jabs. In front of the
entrance sits the usual array of motor-
cycles and crotchrockets, from Har~eys.
to Hondas. I wish we had one to nde m
on, then we wouldn't have to park ten
minutes away tram the entrance. We
wouldn't have to walk through unmown
lawns, duck under tree limbs, and across
hot pavement.
But it doesn't matter. We're here. I
grab the purple punch card out of my back
pocket for the third time this week. It's
falling apart the crease where it's been
folded and unfolded multiple times is
beginning to tear. The usually stiff paper
bends softly under my touch after absorb-
ing summer sweat through my pocket as
we wait for and enjoy the concerts each
night.
The clank of the hole punch pops out
the words "Friday Aug." I fold it back up,
slide it in my pocket, and we start OUf
night.
The Mississippi Valley Fair. It's hard
to concentrate on only one thing as we
walk in. The multiple booths setling trin-
kets, bumper stickers, t-shirts. or stuffed
animals. The food stands with clear glass
windows showcasing the wide arrays of
food...tender, juicy chicken-on-a-stick with
a dry bun stuck on top. A flamingo cup
with bright red, ice cold smoothies shaded
by colorful paper umbrellas. Fluffy, sticky,
melt-in-your-mouth cotton candy. Corn-
on-the-cob, its white and yellow kernels
drenched in melted butter and coated with
a layer of tiny salt granules. A paper plate
of fried batter dusted with powdered sug-
ar, the treat whose sweetness and grease
wafts through the grounds and entreats us
to come closer. The slightly breezy, muggy
air captures delectable smells, bringing
them towards us.
People float in and out among the in-
tertwining trails leading to everything. We
make a sharp right into the bright gaming
festivities. The Friday Night Rock Concert
kicks off at nine, but not for us. Tonight,
we play.
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As the sun begins to
drop below the horizon,
the fair lights spark to life,
announcing Corn Dogs, Win a Prize, Tick-
ets, or the Ferris Wheel. Laughter echoes
from a group of junior highers standing
in ride lines. Screams pierce the night
from the tumbling red Kamikaze. Carnies
call out for us to try and beat their wiley
games. Music blares from the bandstand,
even though we're across the grounds
from the concert.
We trade in a few crisp green bills to the
man in the brightly lit cubicle for a strand
of little pink tickets. Youtear off five and
give them to me as we get in line for the
Zipper. The reds and yellows of the cars
tumble around as people laugh and squeal
on the ride. I see your face begin to get
green with dizziness before we even get
on. The carnie in his dirty flannel shirt
and tattered jeans pulls on a long handle
and stops the ride. We squeeze into a tiny
cubicle. The ride starts up, creaking as its
rusty hinges begin to spin around. Lights
begin to swirl together as we rock back
and forth and flip upside down. Yellow
steel strands lace together in front of our
faces, blocking some of the view in front or
behind or below us.
After the ride, I try to smooth my frizz-
ing hair with a sweaty palm. Finally, deal-
ing with the improbability that it would
help, I give up. We walk across the asphalt
sidewalks, and through thick grassy knolls
where sticky food remains cover our flip-
flopped feet. Then we make our way over
a wooden barricade to the livestock pens.
They are quiet this time of night with
no sounds of clamping boots hurrying to
ready a calf or sow for a show. The horses
stand quietly in their stalls, some in front
of a whirling fan. Even the animals try to
beat the humidity on sweltering August
days like today. A big black stands with his
rump to the door, munching hay from his
net. He ignores us as we stick our hands
through the bars to stroke his soft hair.
His tail snaps at a fly, strands catching my
hand, stinging like a whip.
Above the next stall flies a row of rib-
bons declaring first place, befitting the
beauty of the creature inside. Her copper
mane flows untangled like brushed silk.;
her chocolate body ripples with muscles.
Only her white socks are sli,
and dirty from standing in t
odor radiating from her star
her muzzle to the door, her:
breath blowing out and in a
my upraised hand. Her tick
twitch as I stoke her velvet r
I smile at you and we lau
jumps at a neighbor's "neigl
the back of her protective st,
Next we trot past a few n
strous cattle and cuddly calc
favorite animals. The famili.
pigs envelopes me. After ye
past farms on 1-80and a lifet
in Iowa, I can sadly tell the (
tween pig and cow smells-
seeing the farm. Even thou!
choking, lung-crunching sm
but love the pink porkers.
A giddy feeling rises up ,
I smile so large it scrunches 1
Tearsbegin to fill my eyes. I
them away as you laugh at r
could ever have such a deep
But I cheerily romp up and (
muddy aisles, laughing at th
chortling of the pigs as they
ft'r their black food bowls. 1
each other, squash each othe
over onto the ground, their f
ears sticking out of the wooc
their pens.
I reach my hand in and p
hard rumps. Their bristly elf
my hand as I softly slap their
pink and black skin.
Youdraw my hand into y
twining our fingers as we tur
way out. Back through the c
the livestock barns. Back thr
screams of the wild rides. B2
the colorful carnival games a
front entrance.
The night is now complet
Stars prick the sky trying to s
street lamps that now light a
your car. The fair lights fade
on the horizon as we drive h
herds of traffic.•
non-ttct
Like evergreen spines, the water cuts
through the spongy red locks to hit my
skin underneath. How cold the air feels
when the warmth touches me. But soon I
am covered in the sensation. The slippery,
cleansing heat washes the soil away. 1am
ready, as I always am to be refreshed by
the shots. The water first un-does what
it can. My curls made straight. My pores
re-opened. It creeps in, soaking into the
weave of me. It cleanses and takes with
it the debris of the previous day. I am
drenched with drifting thoughts. This is
my time. My voice echoes softly through
the rising stream, notes seldom more
clearly expelled. The song is not one I
know, but one that knows me. Notes
float around in my head, until old words
release themselves in a way to sound out
my mood this morning. " ... find enjoy-
ment in all the toil ... for there is nothing
better for people under the sun than to eat,
and drink, and enjoy themselves ..." The
notes seem to swirl around the room like
the steam, sticking to the cold glass mirror
on the opposite wall. Every drop, every
note, every thought is flowing, falling over
the smooth swelling curves of my skin.
Curves that are growing fuller outside to
prepare for the growing child inside. My
hands work the lather all over my body,
pausing momentarily on those parts of me
that are new, learning them.
"Dinah! Have you seen my shoes?" the
frantic voice calls out of the bedroom. It
reaches me on my way to the kitchen, as
I leave wet footprints on the hard wood
floor. I smile. His work ethic amazes me,
but I think that without me, he'd show up
to work half dressed.
"Under the bed?" Honestly, I don't
know where his shoes are, but any answer
will do. Sometimes I wonder if he pur-
posely plays this game.
"No, the brown ones. I don't see them
anywhere!" He's so cute, talking through
gritted teeth, trying to sound upset.
Playing along, I yell, "Honey, how
should I know? They're your shoes. You
should know where you last took them
off." Then, as a friendly reminder, like
usual, "Where did you last take them off?"
"OhL Found' em. Thanks!"
'Anytime, dear." What would he do
without me?
He's not much more than a big kid. He
takes life lightly, as a game to be played.
Yet, he plays it well, letting it take him
wherever he's supposed to go. He sees
all paths as good paths, leading him to his
final destination. You can bet he didn't see
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me coming. He walks along his path al-
lowing each event to be a surprise. It's ag-
gravating to see that kind of pure naivete
in anyone. But without reasons to flinch or
cower, he holds his head high as he drifts
though his world of no worries and no
regrets. He's brought me there, to his care-
free world, where the wind doesn't ripple
the clear water of his mind, where he can
see straight up to the sky and straight
down to the settled sediments on the bot-
tom. How I found him I'll never know.
'J\lright, I'm gonna be late. Love you!
Thanks for keeping me together on hectic
mornings," he says with a peculiar little
smile. He thinks he knows.
"Love you too, sweetie." But he doesn't
even know the half of it. '
I can see my reflection in the window,
and I turn to the side to admire the new
silhouette. I remember always wonder-
ing what it would feel like. As a budding
thirteen-year-old, in my freckle-faced,
twiggy, adolescent frame, my racing hor-
mones were absolutely unsure of their role.
For an only child, the farm held answers
to many of life's curious questions. I knew
how it worked. But, more than anything,
I wanted to learn what it was like. Oh.
how purely, painfully naive I was. I hadn't
even had time to figure out what being a
girl was aUabout, when I was overtaken by
womanhood.
Easter Sunday was our holiday. All of
my dad's siblings hosted one, and Eas-
ter was ours. I had my mom sew me a
new dress that day, with thoughts of the
compliments I'd receive from my older,
most extremely handsome cousin. We
had been companions since I knew how to
walk. He'd come visit for weeks at a time
during the summers, and together we'd
learn the wonders of the world around
us-searching for disoriented earth worms
in freshly plowed fields, catching tadpoles
in the trickling creek that ran through our
pasture, weaving wildflowers into strands
of sacrament. We were inseparable - two
streams flowing into one, the waters swirl-
ing and tumbling together. My love for
him was gradual. I suppose it grew in his
absence, in the one summer that he didn't
come to visit, in the lonely ache I felt in my
chest. The fantasies of our next reunion
created in me a desire that would not
cease, a longing for something that even
my best judgment would not suppress.
But that Easter Sunday afternoon, when
he did compliment me, when he led me
behind the barn, down the field driveway,
when he lifted my yellow-flowered dress
and touched me, when he pressed himself
against me and moved inside of me, when
we learned together the wonders within
us, I clumsily stumbled upon the world
of knowing. My body sank heavily into
the sharp ground beneath me. I could at
once feel every blade of grass like knife-
edges on my skin. The pure, natural world
around us, that had been ours for so long,
turned its eyes against us. I looked straight
up to the sky, only to see my own mind's
dissonance reflected in its cloudiness. I
focused on his eyes, but found no sanctu-
ary in his solemn stare.
We were both mournfully aware of
what we had lost that day. Yet, he asked,
and I lied. I said I was okay. When he left,
I cried. I hid the dress, and I cried for days.
And those moments in the shower when
the water shot out like needles on my skin
and soaked my slender figure with its
heat, that's when the tears really gushed. I
sobbed in that place. My mind drained its
pool; the salty water raced down my face,
and washed me from the inside out. Then,
too, did I explore my body, tracing the
tracks of his fingertips. I was much smaller
then. The curves were absent. And before
I was able to experience the growing and
swelling, it was taken away from me. My
mother knew all too well. The mood-
swings, the vomiting. She had it taken care
of. And from then on, she lost the shine
in her eyes when she looked at me. But I
never told.
There were no more new Easter dresses.
Just when I needed her support, my
mother withdrew and deemed me ready to
fend for myself. My oblivious father never
knew. And I suffocated in their presence.
Outside, there were no new discoveries in
nature. I coveted its virtue. I was stung by
its mocking blamelessness. And I yearned
for the ignorance lance disvalued. Yet, I
knew. And every year, I fidgeted in the
friction I felt during our Easter family
gatherings. Alone, I escaped the tension
and followed the trail that led me behind
the barn and down the field driveway. I
wove through the tall, dry grasses beside
the stream. I gazed at the dormant field
that stretched out before me. It seemed
to squirm with anticipation of the life that
would soon arouse its black depth. I lay
in the grass, soaking in the smell of moist
soil and swallowing the taste of the green
emerging from it. I stared straight up to
the sky until the world around me turned
its eyes away and we became one, lost in
our thoughts and our growth.
My window reflection fades as the
brand new day appears, golden on the
horizon. Its warmth reaches me through
the glass, drying the exposed damp skin,
forcing my eyes to avert their stare from
fiction
the blinding brightness. Motionless, except
for the closure of my eyelids against the
radiance, I am startled by the clicking of
our doorknob in the next room.
"I'm back! I forgot something."
He rushes through the doorway right
up to me, standing by the kitchen counter
in my yellow, terry robe. With shining
eyes, he kisses me sweetly on the mouth
and slips his hand gently through the
plush fabric to caress the stretched skin of
my swollen abdomen. Leaning down, he
kisses the tight skin and whispers, "Bye
baby. Takecare of your mother while I'm
gone." Iwonder what would change if he
knew .•
honorable mention
Our old dog bit my little brother,
My parents couldn't take the chance
and sold it to someone
who lives out in the country,
Big pastures, they told me,
and lots of room to run around,
to be a dog,
My mom was telling us kids,
and when she said "to run around"
she looked at my dad and choked up,
and he had to finish telling the story,
I hadn't seen that beagle run in three years.
<New q)og
bv'i:hris white
for Emmie
My older sister got upset
and said, You put Baxter to sleep, didn't you!
No honey, my mom said,
he went to a farm,
That night, me and my sister
cried in our sleep.
All winter I tried
to befriend
a young, black, barking lap dog
who wouldn't let me
open the door or walk by
without bearing her little, growling jaws,
No matter my pleading gentleness,
the incessant, warring
bark was her only response,
The gleam of self-defense was in her eye,
and the smell of her territorial urine in the carpet.
My dad kept getting up to calm us down,
but we couldn't stop,
The night after,
I had a dream,
I saw Clod
and he was wearing overalls,
sitting on a horse with no saddle,
He was yelling Woop and Haw
at a herd of cattle,
and my dog was running beside him
with his tongue out,
trying to get the cows moving.
Outside the living room window,
hard, barren fields of winter crumple
under the infinite weight of the cold black universe,
Weeks go by, I try to watch for the warmth and growth
to poke through, But while I slept one night"n March,
the celestial top turned, Gold and green
leaves clap and dance in the sun
and blue of the sky,
The whole horizon
mocks my seasonal skepticism,
When I woke up,
I put on my clip-on tie,
and my parents drove us to Sunday school
where I learned about Joseph
and the Technicolor Dreamcoat.
I sit on the couch ignoring her now, having given up
all hope of reconciliation, She stands feet from me,
yelping that horrible bark and growling that low growl.
But this time,
instead of slowly inching backward with her teeth bared,
she bounces from side to side,
forward and back,
begging me to flinch at her
so she can dodge, run away,
and come back,
egging me on,
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In the groggy morning,
she sprints down the hallway
and up to my pillow, licking my face,
opening my startled eyes, '
A bark to go outside,
and the black universe chases her own tail
at the foot of my bed,
I wake up, and it's
spring,
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Rain
by HANNAk Lois MARiElLE SAUERWEiN
Despite numerous bulletins from the
Cleanliness Commission on the matter,
Mother did not believe in the safety of the
tree-lined Walk outside of town. "Insects,"
she would say, "Insects live around plants
like that. What if one of the leaves fell on
you? What if the wind blew, and all those
bacteria, those spores, shook themselves
out on your head? You'd never know,"
she said to us every time we asked, "you'd
never know that you were contaminated
and you'd walk into town like that. 'frees
indeed!"
But the Cleanliness Commission' 5 regu-
lations kept sterile showers on the fringe
of the premises, and there was a good wall
and then the filters holding the trees in
place. They looked tame enough, nodding
like old flags in the sunlight, whispering to
each other like soft shoes on the tile roads.
The Walk was not only paved and tiled,
but it was peopled with moppers in suits,
a hefty jar of antibacterial spray hanging
from loops on their uniforms.
My mother was not afraid of germs
like my sister Lissy was; she'd lived before
the Great Cleanup and so she'd had her
own share of bacteria, more than I'll see in
my life. She crossed her arms when she
scolded us, but not to hide behind them.
And no matter what she said, I couldn't
help thinking how her hair was still full
and dark on her head from years of oils
that Lissy's and mine hadn't gotten. We
were clean, bu t she was pretty, even with
her arms crossed and her mouth in a long
flat line.
Mother had not exactly given her per-
mission for us to come, but she had turned
a blind eye when I said I was visiling Jim
Straits, who I hadn't liked in a long while.
She didn't even say anything, though her
eyes grew very thin, when I said I was
taking Lissy with me. Lissy and Jim Straits
weren't friends at all, even though she was
closer to his age. I'd always made friends
with younger boys, the ones Lissy's age
that she was too shy to talk to.
Jim Straits, actually, was out on pretext
of visiting me. We'd had a treaty meeting
of sorts in the hall between classes, because
he wanted to sneak out to see his girlfriend
and I wanted to see trees in person and
we only had a half-day of school. Even
though Jim Straits was a cad, I hoped his
plan worked as well as mine. lowed him
that for the one time he had kissed me, and
the way he called me Sunny because of my
yellow hair.
Lissy didn't speak all the way to the
Walk, just stared around us, like the glit-
tering steel walls were interesting, like
the speakers were anything new, like the
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Sanitation Officials hadn't
been here since we were
born. I couldn't look at it
without remembering that
when Mother was a little girl, there was
no Cleanliness Commission. Even then,
they'd begun to realize the dangers--most
parents, like Mother's, had kept their kids
from playing outside. The chemical pol-
lution was ridiculous, but it was the only
way to keep the houses sanitary.
And now we had the city wall and the
dome, tunnels to get out. No contamina-
tion could get in, not with the filters and
showers. What had they done without the
CC's antibac? The germs must have clung
to people, to their clothes and their hair.
No wonder they spent so much money on
hospitals, died so young.
I was tired of looking at the sanitary
corners, at the polished shining walls.
Some people said they filled the city with
light, but I thought it made the sun glare.
It glared on the glass of the dome, and on
the steel walls and on the ground. Ev-
erything was white so we could see the
dirt and wash the dirt away, even though
I'd never seen a grimy surface outside of
pictures and old tapes. I wanted some-
thing to be green, or red, or dark blue, but I
guess the antibac would wear the color off
eventually anyway.
But the sunlight, even the sunlight,
looked like it had been washed in antibac.
This wasn't the light that made Jim Straits
call me Sunny for two years, the kind you
read about in books. Itwas clean light,
dean like the whole city.
The CC woman at the entrance looked
at us funny as we walked in, me holding
Lissy's hand very tight, but she couldn't
say anything because my card scanned; I
was sixteen and I didn't need a chaperone,
and Lissy was fourteen and old enough to
go with me, even though she was so small
for her age. We walked through the tunnel
staring the whole way at the pillars on the
other side.
We'd seen trees, of course-the tapes
about the arboreum, in the big glass cage,
and their keepers. I'd felt bad for the keep-
ers, poor people, who walked around in
the hazmat suits day and night, day and
night. They were like farmers, always right
next to all those germs, but they didn't
have the food to show for it. And we'd
watched the old tapes about how people
used to sometimes live in forests and walk
in the dirt-once there were people who
walked barefoot outside, and had ani-
mals living with them in the houses, and
their life expectancies were well under a
hundred, and right in my first moments
coming into the park I thought I would be
okay dying at ninety years old if it meant I
could always always be here.
The big columns were in every direc-
tion. There were birds here-birds!-flying
around without cages or walls or anything,
and the way they chirped didn't echo like
the tapes. The sound just was, and suf-
fused itself into the soft warm light. Every-
thing was so pretty yellow. Light was not
this yellow in the city, I was sure of it.
We had not gone far when we passed
the first mapper, wearing orange-faded
from washing-and walking along the
edge, coming the other way. He smiled,
and Lissy said "hello." I dragged my feet
to stare at him, but he didn't do anything
interesting. His head was shaven-he
probably washed three times in antibac
every night, and his hair wouldn't take it.
Everyone said mine was pretty, and
long for all that, but it's only because I
don't run it through the full regimen
every day. I was caught for it once, in my
fifth year of school, and after that for a
long time Mother checked my bottles to
make sure I was using them. Most nights
I poured a little down the drain. When
I was younger, it had been some kind of
thrill, like what if bacteria were living on
my head and in my hair? But I was one
of the only girls in school with curly hair,
and it shone. Mother was proud of my
hair, when she trusted me to wash it again.
Lissy, who washed hers religiously, had to
keep it short because it was straight and
stiff and mousey brown, just like half the
world's.
When we were really alone, except
for the trees, Lissy finally spoke. "Rae,
the wind's been blowing." I could hear
Mother's crossed arms in her voice.
"Isn't it a pretty sound?" I did not look
straight up; from the way the light hit the
ground and my face I knew we were under
branches, and they were probably moving.
I got that same thrill again, like the first
time I hadn't washed my hair before bed,
like touching the ground secretively on an
empty street. In town, the shadows were
mostly square edges.
Lissy's head was bent back. "Do you
think Mother is right about the wind and
the bacteria and ...spores ...?" She almost
couldn't say the word.
"Who gives a shit?" I laughed when
she jumped at the word. "Lissy, you're
fourteen and you should know better."
About swearing, about spores. If it wasn't
safe beyond safe, the CC wouldn't let us
out here.
"You'd go behind the CC's back if you
could," she said to me earnestly. "You
kissed Jim Straits."
"Just once."
"Think of the bacteria." That's what
all my friends had said, because sharing
bacteria with a husband isn't scandalous
but kissing a boy at school is.
I laughed aloud. I liked laughing in the
trees: it didn't echo back. Echoes were like
the walls mocking me, I always thought.
"He rinsed his mouth beforehand. The
antibac tastes awful."
"What's he kiss like?"
Ialready had an answer; Isat on the
edge of my bed all that night thinking of
one, but Irelished the process again, so it
took me a minute to answer. "Like rain."
"You've been out in the rain?" Her eyes
were big again. "Do you know how rain is
made? There's dust in the clouds-"
"I've never been out in the rain. But if
I had, it would feel like Jim Straits' kissing
me did."
Now she stopped looking at the sky,
and looked around at all the trunks, at the
ground outside the path. Itwas covered in
leaves, and some little beginnings of trees.
"What if a storm blew in? Right here?"
I wondered if the CC put up rain alarms
on a Walk, outside of town. But how else
would we know if it was going to rain?
Without alarms, we could get stuck in it.
I imagined the way it would be-the
Holv Reminder
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Though being on my own in a big city
reminded me of being in London, I never
thought an experience in New YorkCity
would make me homesick for England, or
that I would find divinity couched between
retail stores.
On our way back from Tiffany's, Anna
and I approach the doors of St. Patrick's
Cathedral. They are tall, elaborate, and
open. Having been in St. Pat's six years ago,
I think it might be worth a quick stop, but
just for a moment.
Weenter the doors and I am over-
whelmed by a flood of holiness.
"Lift up your hearts."
I breathe in incense and exhale the litur-
gical response that I came to know during
the weeks that I spent in the English Book
of Common Prayer. Walking about the left
aisle of the cathedral, my voice is but one in
a large congregation.
"We lift them up."
I am transported back to cobblestone
streets, Anglican memories and two-hour
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way the shadows would grow softer and
greener, that storm-colored light that had
a youthful tang to it, the way the clouds
would build and it would grow dark. It
might be very still in the trees, silent for
once, or maybe the place would roil with
storm wind. Either way seemed to me like
waking up.
In a place where the openness of the
branches put a big spot of sun on the path,
I stopped and stood still, squinting. It was
very bright here. I imagined so hard that I
could almost feel the cloud-shadows pass-
ing over me. What if? What if we couldn't
run back to the tunnel in time, what if it
rained on us-worse, under the canopy?
The soiled water would gather all the
bacteria from the free uncontrolled growth
and pour with it onto our heads.
I tried to imagine rain, like the cad Jim
Straits kissing me, but on my shoulders
and arms and my cheeks and the top of
my head. I wished [ had gone to visit Jim
Straits, and then I wished instead that Jim
tea time. Familiar candles, icons, arches,
and stained glass are matched with famil-
iar words and the expectation of a divine
encounter.
"Let us give thanks to the Lord, our God."
By now Iam in the middle of the cel-
ebration of the Eucharist and know that
I stand in the presence of God. My face
flushes red as the liturgy flows through my
veins.
JIlt is right to give him thanks and praise. "
My feet continue to follow the path of a
Midwestern tourist, but my heart is caught
up in a catholic worship.
"Let us proclaim the mystery of faith."
I respond, a member of a much larger
Body:
"Christ has died, Christ is risen, Christ will
come again
In the sacred moment I welcome the
tears that blur my view of the altar. I let
them fall softly, a sign of devotion. Like
the sinful woman, I am caught up in grace,
unaffected by the judgment of those who
surround me.
The procession begins and I want to re-
main, but off to my right I see Anna stand-
ing. She reminds me that I am not here for ...
Straits had come with us here.
"Rae?"
Iopened my eyes and looked at Lissy.
"1 hope it rains," I said, so fierce I made her
jump and try to pull her hand out of mine.
"I hope it rains and we can't get back in
time."
Lissy looked close to chiding me, but
before she said anything she changed her
face to a grin I hadn't ever seen on my
little sister before, and then she didn't say
anything at all.•
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the service, that I am a tourist who is just
passing by. I am still ~r a momen t, sunning
myself in the holiness, letting the worship
warm my blood.
I open my eyes and we walk.toward the
doors. Aswe pass through the pillars I dip
my fingers in holy water and make the sign
of the cross, never more aware of the ritual
I perform. We exit the cathedral and Anna
turns toward me, her gentle brown eyes full
of joy and inquiry.
"Are you Catholic?" she asks me.
I pause for a moment.
"No," I reply, and then wonderingly add,
"But I think that I might be Anglican." •
non-fiction
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The subtle stage lights.
The red velvet curtain drawn
to the sides revealing
the pond, bushes and moss
of the painted background.
The fake stars twinkling
from the scaffolding.
They rest in plush red seats,
silently watching and critiquing
from balconies of gold,
as we perform pointed tondues,
twirling pirouettes,
and knee-bending plies.
Our hearts pound in time
to the piano and flutes
chanting Tchaikovsky's
Sleeping Beauty Suite,
in the pit beneath our feet.
The dance so drummed in,
it flows from us without thought.
They clap.
We curtsy.
The curtains close.
Everyone goes home-
no one knowing
what leads to those nights
when we sweat on that stage.
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Hours spent in an uptown loft.
Its one window exposing
a view of another.
Inside, a wood floor,
a wall of mirrors, two long bars,
and two dancers.
There's times when
we're out of breath,
our hair falling from
the perfect bun. Our
feet burn and bleed.
Times when we're
bent over, sweat dripping
from our faces, our bodies.
These are times when
we work from our hearts,
when we ignore the images
that berate us in the mirror,
when we encourage each other.
Scream, cry, and laugh
with each other.
When our muscles collapse,
but our wills prevail.
We live to perfect each step and
memorize each count of choreography.
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Really living is the thrill
of defying gravity
as we leap through the air,
and defying momentum
as we land our turns.
Living is getting your body
to jump that one last time,
to stretch just a little farther,
to remember one more count,
to get off the floor one more time.
Our sweat falls.
Our feet burn.
OUT hair comes undone.
But we dance.
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Darkness descends,
a lonely black cat
looking for comfort.
Children hide in fear,
not knowing
that this feline
is as timid as they.
God died,
and was buried.
No one knows
what happened to the bread,
but we know the blood stayed here,
We know it seeped from a man's veins,
permeated the hard dirt,
and seeped back up
through the capillary action of grape vines.
In this way blood turns to wine:
an atom of iron
for an atom of magnesium;
hemoglobin for chlorophyll.
One black paw at a time,
softly, ever so softly he noses his
way through the trees, the bushes,
and into houses, but only after
all light has been extinguished
from the empty windows.
Is there anyone yet awake!
Is there anyone not afraid!
Hold the cup, and say,
This is his blood,
pumped,
poured out,
and pumped again
by dusty roots
up a green vein,
hung high
in dewy, red casks,
carried down,
stored cool underground
in a cellar,
and poured again
after two thousand years of fermentation
to raise the hearts of men.
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I bring you,
your brother and sister and father
hoping that maybe one of you will see
what t see.
This is so different from
the interstates and apartment buildings
of our everyday lives.
Their concrete and steel
is fixed in time, unable to move
with the seasons or dance with the sun.
Each summer t came here
as a little girl and saw the
weatherworn stone spires and arches,
the pink, yellow and purple frescos.
Even then I realized these rocks
were so much older
than' could really comprehend-
it takes time for wind and rain
to create so precisely.
I have heard or maybe read that
ancient people saw this place as holy:
coming to seek visions of the future
or simply to sit and commune-
with the Great Spirit.
And so I come too.
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Lines
by J0511 DooRENb05
A boy lives in two worlds: a world of
learning and a world of wandering.
A boy goes to school and learns what a
South Dakota is and what the lines around
it mean. A boy learns that yesterday has a
fancy word and people think about it a lot.
A boy learns that counting to ten isn't good
enough. A boy learns that just because
there are other kids on the bus, you need
to stay in line and don't leave your seat or
the bus driver will yell at you. A boy learns
that you need to color inside the lines and
cut on the lines and draw straight lines and
stand in lines and if you don't do all of the
above you'll be sent home with a note to
your mother with angry words written on
lined paper.
But then the boy gets to fun outside
and watch the sunset, with its color flow-
ing out past the lines in which the sun is
supposed to stay, covering the country
with all of its bumps and juts. The boy can
use the crooked walking stick to climb the
round hill and lie in the curved grass and
watch the swirling and twisting clouds roll
by. The boy can forget yesterday or last
year or the last minute and just think about
how great now feels.
In this world the boy can wander
through the trees, up the not quite straight
ladder into the not quite square tree
house, where he can think his wandering
thoughts and count his dreams .•
fiction
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The old man, on his deathbed,
gave me a thumbs-up
because he couldn't give any
words of approval
with those tubes down his Ihroat.
We'd only mel once before,
in the house he built,
when he needed to ask his grandson's name
and gazed at my face like an old memory,
We laughed about the beer in his fridge
and the greal-grandchildren
jumping on his recliner,
He sal with us al his kitchen table,
forgelling most answers to our questions,
missing his dead wife,
praying to see her soon,
Pinhead eye for a moment measures me,
He stretches his leg back like pulled taffy,
as if 10 remind his frame it's alive,
His fool eases back to the ground,
bearing the pressure of injury,
He stands still, peering at senlinel trees,
alone.
I wonder if he hears Ihe murmur of traffic.
senses something passing Ihal could kill or mend,
Wiffling through nostril slits,
he gently sweeps the grass with his bill.
He is a grounded aviator,
headgear strapped under his chin,
belly curved like a cargo plane,
So, here, in his last grasp on life,
this old man,
laid out like a frog on a dissecting table,
white legs spread, wide eyes flaring
then shutting slowly, wonders
with a confused expression and a pointing finger
who I am,
And upon explanation,
gives sudden approval 10 his grandson
who claims me
with a similar wide-eyed expression
and a speechless thumbs-up,
Whal did he do when his companions turned
to pinpricks in the air!
Did he strain his neck up, up, and up,
stamping across the grass, shifting
under bewilderment! They
didn't understand, but as he edges
closer, maybe I do,
Here on the death-speckle grass we are comrades,
dark eye taking in the blue one and
letting it be, I am not
a stranger, Perhaps he'll teach me
how to navigate these blades,
how to step softly, broken,
into the next rush of wind,
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